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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, December 9, 1978 In Our 99th Y ear 15c Per Copy
Calloway County missed much of the
force of a ice and storm storm that
struck some Western Kentucky
counties Friday night and early today.
Weather forecasters had predicted up
to four inches of snow on top of more
than four inches of rain that fell here
Thursday and Friday but the prediction
didn't pan out.
. Snow flurries, however, were ob-
served here early today.
Most of the water that closed some
county roads Friday night has receded,
a spokesman for Kentucky Department
of Transportation, Bureau of Highways
said early today. He said KY 464 at
Almo and KY 1346 at Dexter were the
two remaining roads under some
water. Those roads will probably be
open and passable by mid-day, the
spokesman said. Highway 121 at
Coldwater, which remained closed
much of the day Friday, is open today,
the spokesman said.
Freezing rain that moved through the
county Friday did cause some
problems, according to spokesmen for
Murray Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Murray Electric System responded to
son* - five transformer power outages
Friday night and firefighters with
Murray Fire Department stood by. A
Murray Police have charged a
Murray man in connection with the
robbery of two Paris, Tenn., women in
the parking lot of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Wednesday night.
Police early today charged tarry
Martin, 21, 711 Back Street, Murray,
with armed robbery, after authorities
arrested him Thursday night. He's
currently in Calloway County Jail
pending arraignment in Calloway
County District Court.
A police spokesman said Martin's
arrest came with the combined work of
Murray Police Department, Calloway
County Sheriff's Department, Murray
fire department spokesman, who said
most of the outages were caused by ice-
laden trees or tree limbs falling on
power lines, said no fires occurred with
the outages.
Volunteers with Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad put in a full day
Friday afternoon and night.
Firefighters responded to a gas stove
explosion at the mobile home Of Troy
Thrasher at Grogan's Trailer Court,
KY 94E, which left two persons with
slight burns. A spokesman said Linda
Thrasher and Ray Thrasher received
slight burns to the face and arms in the
explosion. No fire occurred, the
okesman said. The incident happened
at 4:30 p.m.
Firefighters responded to a call in-
volving a tree falling over on some
power lines at the Johnny Ingram
residence on KY 299 near Kirksey about
1:45 p.m. Friday. No fire occurred with
that incident, the spokesman said.
Firefighters also responded to a similar
incident on KY 732 at the home of
James Outland about 5:55 p.m. Friday.
No fire occurred with the incident
either, the spokesmand said.
Fire-Rescue Squad volunteers also
Friday responded to calls involving
high water arid cars off in ditches. No
injuries were reported.
and the county juvenile office.
Martin is charged with holding up
Mrs. Miller Davidson and Mrs. Wesley
Smith, both of Paris, Tenn., and taking
almost $2,500. The police spokesman
said authorities recovered some $2,000
in cash, jewelry and a weapon with
Martin's arrest.
The spokesman said Martin is not
charged in connection with any other
robberies and robbery attempts in
Murray during the last couple weeks.
An armed gunman last week attempted
to rob Fina Service Station on KY 121-
Bypass. And gunmen have robbed a
service station on South 12th Street and
WET WONDERLAND - Freezing rain painted this winter landscape in
Calloway County Friday afternoon. Although the scene looks pleasing to
the eye, it wasn't to drivers who had to contend with a cold drizzle that fell
here much of the afternoon Friday. This county missed the major force Of a
ice-snow storm that moved through -Western Kentucky Friday night
although snow was falling here early today.
Volume 99 No. 230
WET DRIVING - This scene, spotted on Irving Road in Calloway County
Friday afternoon, was repeated at a number of places here Friday. Over
four inches of rain led to minor flooding through the countylirompting
highway offic o_ials tc ilose_a number of roads. An ice And snow storm
predicted for this county Friday night didn't occur, although light snow was
falling here early today. Staff Photos hv Ina ell Atchlev
Many Kentuckians Flooded Out Of Homes
By The Associated Press
Widespread flooding kept several-
thousand Kentuckians out of their
homes again today and closed many
roads over the eastern and central
portions of the state.
The heavy rains, which had sent
streams and rivers gushing from their
banks, changed to freezing rain and
sleet in some areas, prompting the
National Weather Service to issue a
travelers' advisory for the north and
sokrthrentral and TreffrOti* sesons --
Kentucky. .
GordeerlItChals;
state Division of . Disaster and
Emergency Services, said the agency
remained open throughout the night to
handle calls for assistance.
Nithols estimated that between 2,000
and 2,500 persons had been driven from
their homes since the waters started
rising early Friday morning.
At least 75 persons were evacuated
late Friday evening in Montgomery
County and others were removed from
their homes in Nelson and Franklin
counties.
....The Kentucky River, already one foot
over flood stage of 32.6 feet at Frank-
fort, continued to climb and the
Weather Service forecast a crest of 41
feet by Sunday afternoon.
At Clay City, the Red River wa
stage by the weekend.
State police estimated at least 75
state and secondary roads were closed
because of high water but said no
traffic deaths related to the weather
had been reported to them.
At least 20 bridges were washed away
or suffered structurI damage in
Lincoln County.
The heaviest evacuations occtrredin.
rising.
Another 100 families left the small
communities of Beauty, Rockcastle and
Tomahawk as tributaries of the Big
Sandy River threatened to spill over.
Eight to ten families were removed
from low-lying areas around Salyer-
sville, where water was two to four feet
deep in the city.
At one point, the water began
.receding then started climbing again in
the downtown area, driving people out
Little River. Water was reported four to
six feet deep in some homes.
Icy roads and hazardous driving
conditions plagued motorists in
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
counties.
No injuries were reported Friday
when a Christian County school bus
loaded with children was forced off a
road in five feet of water.
eastern Kentucky. Nichols said evacuation also took High water blocked U.S.31W at
minutely_ 300: j)ersn_nazrafere__ lilage_ALAtarrestia -
ifed Counly; -Farmer's CiiiiivisiaitY -in Bath. near RUasellville in Logan County.'
StatV -pallet- said KeIlLtbelfY ff4Ftiet:'
measure after Tygart Cr, and Madison counties. ween Campbellsville and Hodgenville
Hardest hit in Western Kentucky was was washed out and that the U.S. 127
HopkinsVille, where at least 80 families bypass around Liberty was closed by
had to leave two subdivisions near the high water.
Carroll Adds Item To Agenda
By HERBERT SPARROW,
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Gov.
Julian Carroll will ask the special
session of the General Assembly
convening next week to fund a 24-hour
emergency medical ferry service at
South Shore:
Carroll signed an executive order
Friday to allow the immediate signing
'of- a-contract for the service, *filch is
Library Transformed Into Fantasyland
LIGHTED FOYER - The foyer of the library is lined with white tree branches covered
with small white lights. The branches are banked with 'snow' and potted poinsettias.
The Calloway County Public Library has been transformed
into "Fantasyland" for the Christinas season. Each year a
different theme is carried out in the library decorations.
Local groups have been invited in past years to assist in the
decorating, but this year employees of the library were
responsible for the decorations.
The foyer is lined with white tree branches sprinkled with
small white lights. The branches are banked with "snow"
and potted poinsettias. Several other branches are at dif-
ferent locations throughout the library.
Part of the antique doll collection of Mrs. Edith Heise
Hatcher is featured in the foyer.
The meeting room, used mainly for story hours and other
children's programs, is decorated in a "Toyland" theme. A
corner of the room features a traditional Christmas tree with 
-
gaily wrapped gifts underneath. A chimney, hung wktir
stockings, is next to the tree.
The focal point of the room is a -chair forfia‘Claus
surrounded by elves. Another corner of the room has an
"outdoor" Christmas tree decorated-With pine cones and
"snowflakes."
Santa Claus will be at all library story hours on Dec. 20. A
program for the Head Start children on Dec. 13 will also
feature Santa. •
Another program planned for the Christmas season is a
luncheon at noon Thursiay, Dec. 14, at the library.
Highlights of the luncheon will be a concert by a barbershop.
ensemble and "A Christmas Story" by Jane Bailey and Ren
Leys. The menu will consist of Christmas Chowder and a
sampling of desserts.
SANTA CHAIR - SantaSliVrais a chair waiting Jur him. surrounded by elves, when lw CHRISTMAS CORNER - A corner of the library meeting.vhdts-the library ff111 it to. He *ill also visit the Head Start Andrea at room features a Chrletions tree with gally wrapped ON andthe library on Dec. U. 
andesseatb.-Adjiseeat-to tree-4a-a- chimney-• FrfafrPhitIOW bebbie N. tee stockings are 'hung with care.'
$--
medical services, - especially
emergency hospital treatment. Carroll
had made emergency _medical
helicopters available until a ferry
service was established.
"However, the current . ferry
operation does not provide the
necessary 24-hour emergency ferry
service the community needs," Carroll
said.
Transportsition wifi negotiat; thrOugh
the weekend for the ferry service with - •
Dorsil Eugene"Doc" McCoy of Hen- -
dersort W.Va., operator of Mcecy
Marine, Inc.
"We will have signed.a-Contract for
sure by Monday, -and as early as
Tuesday or Wednesday the ferry could
be In operation," Carroll said
disappointed with the low lug prices,"
Ellis said.
The average thus far this year is
down from Murray's $110.19 average
last year.
Another air-cured sale is set in
Murray Dec. 15. Sales will open on
Mayfield markets Dec. 14. -
Ellis said fire-cured tobacco sales
will probably begin in mid-January.
The western district (counties west of
Land Between the Lakes) will produce
about 10-million poimds of dark fired
tobacco, according to Ellis.
today's index 
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Cloudy, windy and cold with
occasional light snow today.
Possible accumulations of about
one inch. Clearing and cold
tonight. Temperatures
remaining, in the 20s today and
falling into the teens tonight.
Mostly sunny. and cold Sunday
with highs in the upper 20s. Winds






expected to he_In operation by the
middle of next week.
The item was one of three Carroll
officially added Friday to the agenda of
the special session, which was called
Nov. 17 by Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
while Carroll was out of the state.
As he had indicated earlier, Carroll
added the state budget and the issue of
welfare fraud to the call.
These are the -OffiritRIitlons to. the
special session call I am prepared to
make at this time," Carroll told a news
conference in his office.
The situation at South Shore has been
critical since a bridge across the Ohio
River to Portsmouth, Ohio, was closed
earlier this year. .
The residents had relied upon the
larger Ohio city for most of their
Some $236,771 worth-6f dark air-cured
tobacco_ sold --at the two Murray
warehouses' Friday, according to
figures- supplied by Holmes Ellis,
general manager of Western Dark
Fired Tobacco _Growers Association.
Ellis said 226,034 pounds sold on the
Farris Loose Leaf and Growers Loose
Leaf floors, averaging $104.78 per
hundredweight.
Some leaf baskets were selling for
$1.30 per pound Friday.
"The farmers were generally pleased
with the leaf prices although some were
Being Sold Here
The selling of sponsorships for the
fourth annual Kentucky Charity Horse
Show is now underway according to
spokesmen for the Sigma Department
of the Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray Rotary Club, co-sponsors of the
event.
A total of 32 sponsorships are slated
to be sold for the horse she*, which will
be staged April 20-21,'1V79.
.Club representatives report that four
of the $500 sponsorships have already
purchased by Peoples Bank of Mw-ray,
Bank of Murray, Reed's Crushed Stone
of lake City, and Emerridge Farms of
Smi thla nd
Other sponsorships to be sold include
21 classses at $150 each and eight
classes at $100 each.
Profits from the horse show will be
donated to various charitable projects
in the Murray-Calloway County area, a
spokesman for the clubs said. - -
Anyone interested in purchasing One -
of -the- remaining spowsorhirm ihoirid
contact Nix Crawford at 753-3864 or.
Mrs Fred Wells at 753-4845
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Saturday, December 9
Singles Unlimited will have
a potluck supper at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist church at 630 p.m.
This is open to all single adults
ever 18 years of age
Senior Citizens Bazaar will
be at the Ellis Gonununity
Closter from a.m. to 4 p.m.
Ruartaga:Saile of Christian
Woinen's Fellowship will
continue in the basement of
the educational building, First
Christian Church, from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
Kirksey Camp 170 will hold
its Family Night supper and
Christmas party at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Fellowship Hall at
6:30 p.m. All food will be
furnished by the camp.
Chitterling Supper will be at
Chestnut Grove AME Church,





Twin talkers Good Sam Club
will have its annual Christmas
dinner and party for members
and their families at 6:30 p.m.
at the Community Room,
North Branch, Peoples Bank,
with Harold and Ruth
Eversmeyer as wagon-
masters.
Second 4-H Craft Day will be
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at the
Calloway County Extension
Office, 209 Maple Street. All
youth, 9 to 19 years of age, are
invited.
Kentucky Roping Cham-
pionship, sponsored by the
Ropes Association, will be at
7:30 p.m. at the West Ken-
tucky' Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Quarter Century Club of
Tappan Company will have its
annual dinner meeting at the
Student Center gymnasium,
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always available at our box office
00700000 Mar:10000...fr..• •....
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710 p.m. in the social hall
_ of the First United Methodist
Church. Mrs. Donna Grogan
Herndon of Protect Hope will
be the speaker.
Quad-State Blue Band
performance will be at 1 p.m.
in Murray State University
- Theatre Older direction of
by the Gold Band per-
formance under the' direction
of Donald Huntersburger of
New York. The aiitlic is in-
vited and there is no ad-
mission charge.
Murray Unit of National
Hairdressers will meet
Dakota Feed and Grain at 7
p.m. Officers will be installed
and each is to bring a ;5 gift.
Organizational meeting of
Cub Scouts and kLoy Scouts
will be at East Calloway
Elementary School at 7 p.m.
For information 'call Charles
Clark, District Scout
Executive, at 753-6090.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club should make reser-
vations today for the
Christmas luncheon on
-Wednesday at noon at the club
by calling Doris Rose 753-3690




Tuesday Night, December 12
7 :00-i:rail p.m.
A Home Economistkont
Memphis, Tn. will be there




Class of First Baptist Church
will have a luncheon at the
Fellowship Hall at 12 noon.
Voice recital by Art
DeWeese, Grand-Rivers, will
be at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
"Hanging of the Green" and
lighting of the Chritmas tree
by President Curris and music
by a Murray State Choral
Group will follow the Murray-
Eeansville basketball game in
the lobby of Ordway Hall. This
is free and open to the public.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and Olive Streets, Murray, at
7:30p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, at 7:15 p.m. For in-







will meet at the
Restaurant at 12
Mattie Well-Ilays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with the program by the




Held In Novem- ber
The New Concord
Homemakers Club will hold
its annual Christmas luncheon
and party on Wednesday, Dec.
13, at 11:30 a.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade, South 12th Street,
Murray.
Plans for the holiday party
were made at the November
meeting of the club held at the
home of Mrs. Reba Hughes
with Mrs. Charlie Stub-
blefield, president, presiding,
and Mrs. Effie Edwards
giving the secretary's report.
Mrs. Ed Davis gave the
devotion and also discussed
the landscape notes. Mrs.
Ramey Lovins directed the
recreation.
The major lesson on
"Planning Your Financial
Future" was presented by
Mrs. Reba Hughes who said
"we must learn to view
retirement as a natural part of
the life cycle, not as the_
beginning of the end; as it can
be an Unman* satisfying
way of life when properly
planned."
The hostess, assisted by
Mrs. Curtice Cook, served
refreshments buffet style to
eleven members and one
visitor, Mrs. Hazel Manley,
Self-rising flour has leavening
and salt added. When it is sub-
stituted for all-purpose flour in
a cake or cookie or quick bread
recipe, the leavening and salt
called for in the recipe must be
left out..
By Abigail Van Buren-
Date-ignored
Her Stop Sign
Senior High Quad State
Band Festival will feature a
cluuc by Bobby Christian,
percussionist, in the Old
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Building, Murray State, at 9
am. This is open to the public.
Tappan Compan) will hold
open house. at the local plant
from 2 to 4 p.m. Public is in-
vited.
Delta Kappa Gamma has
cancelled its meeting for
today at 10 a.m. at the Holiday
Inn, Murray.
Bea Walker Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
have a breakfast at the
Holiday Inn at 10 a.m.
Sunday, December 19
Special Christmas program,
directed by Mrs: Jackie
Butterworth, will be at 6:30
- p.m. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
Youth Choir of Hazel Baptist
Church will present a
Program at the church at 7
p.m. A potluck supper will
follow..
Temple Hill Chapter No.. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
serve a noon meal at the lodge
hall with serving to start at 12
noon. The public is invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Orr will
- be honored with a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at North
Branch, Peoples Bank. Hours
will be from lto 4 p.m.
The ReV. and, Mrs.
Wine Franklin will have






House at the, Murray Country
Club will he from 4 to 7 p.m.
'Hosts and hostesses will be




Singles Unlimited wdline 119-111-1r-A BHT! 1-;Wirni-on-- A blind irsterA this fellow who
was recommended by a friend. He was very nice-looking and
his manners were good, but you can't tell anything these
days by looking. Well, he took me to a drive-in movie and he
was just too fast for me, so I asked him to take me home
after the movie. He had other ideas and headed for a country
road.
When he stopped at a stop sign, I jumped out of the car.
He didn't even try tostop me. He just drove off and left me.
I was about 20 miles from home.oan,j I didn't have any money
-so I thumbed a ride with a truck driver who was nice enough
_....taiahainsimy door, ' _
When I got home my father was raving mad. He said'I
took a terrible chance thumbing a ride home with a
stranger. Yet I couldn't have walked all that way, and I
wanted to get away from the guy. Was I wrong? ,
tiTAGGIE IN MESQUITE, TEXAS
DEAR MAGGIE: No girl should leave the house without
enough money to make a telephone call. 11 you haven't a
parent to call in case you need transportation, call • friend
or relative. Or call the pollee thspulmient! Young ladies
should not thumb rides with strangers, neither should they
be walking alone at sight. May oak. ALWAYS carry
enough money for traasportadoa bans.
DEAR ABBY: I do not drive an automobile, and all my
friends know it. Now, Abby, it stands to reason that I have
to depend on my friends for transportation to club meetings,
church doings, and other social events. So why must I
telephone my friends and have to beg a ride?
Since they are well aware that I attend all the things they
do, wouldn't it be much more gracious if they were to call me
and offer a ride? When I call and ask them for a ride they are
always courteous, but I really would appreciate it if I didn't
have to call and beg.
DOESN'T DRIVE IN OMAHA
-.DEAR DOESN'T: Most people (even the most gracious)
are too preoccupied with their own business to geese who
Maio transportation. Deal be se sensitive. If you need •
eh* call someone you think is going and ask for • lift.
U you are prompt, pleasant and don't inconvenience the
driver by taking him out of his way, you'll always be a
welcome rider. (P.S. Have you ever shown your apprecia-
tion to those who have consistently chauffeured you by giv-
ing them a small gift?)
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that moahers are so much stricter
with their daughters than they are with their sons? My
mother watches us Firls like hawks, but she lets my brothers
do just about anything they want. My friends tell me it's the
same at their house. I think this is very unfair.
SUSIE IN ST. PAUL•
DEAR SUSIE: It all aragoilisit. Tie fathers are usual-
ly stricter with the boys.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
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_ 444 II MillUkAY Av Aim -NW
Sue King, a resident of
Marshall County has a display
of her paintings in the
Calloway County Public
Library. Mrs. King was in-
vited to show her work by the.
local library staff after it was
seen at an arts and crafts fair.
The paintings, ranging in
size from .517 to 18x20 inches
are done in oils and include
florals, still hies,. scenes and
people. They are painted on
stretched canvas and framed
in rustic barn wood frames.
The artist is self- taught and
-Tuit--Neeh painting for abOff2Ti
Years. She has shown her work.
in several local art shows and
has exhibited in the Paducah
area.
Mrs. King's work has a
misty and muted quality
achieved through her skill of
working with oils over a wet
canvas.
"The public is invited to
come see this art display





Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I had
heart failure and was rushed
to the hospital. That was 18
months ago and every
checkup they tell me my
heart and lungs are perfect,
but I still take Lasix.
In the mornings my ankles
are normal, but by night
they are double in size. I am
78 years old, do not smoke
and do not use salt. So why
aa my ankles swell!..
My doctor doesn't seem to
be concerned about the
swelling and there is no
congestion. Is this normal
and will they always stay
that way? They really pain
me at night. Please send me
your Health Letter on swell-
ing.
DEAR READER - As
you probably know, Lash x is
a medicine to wash salt out
of your body. When you
eliminate the salt, it also
takes water with it. It is
commonly used in patients
who have swelling because
of heart failure.
There are many causes for
swelling and I am sending
you The Health Letter that
you requested, number 11-6.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it...-Send
your request to mein- care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
tiew York, NY 10019. This
}same will explain to you the
factors associated with com-
mon swellings, including
those from injuries.
Heart failure means a
weakening of the heart mus-
cle. It doesn't pump strong
enough to move the blood
along as it should. Because
of this...pressure builds up in
the veins. That increased
pressure in the veins causes
fluid to seep out of your
veins into your tissues. The
swelling you are describing
suggests that you have an
excess amount of fluid in the
tissues.
There is a difference in
whether it is the left side of
the heart or the right side of
the heart that fails. When
the left side fails, people
experience shortness of
breath. This may occur with
exertion but if the condition
progresses, it may occur
even at rest
Failure of the right side of
the heart causes fluid to ooze
out .into the tissues, and this
is the form of heart failure
that can cause swelling -in
the feet and ankles. I'd like
to add again that you can
have swelling of the feet and
ankles from a variety of
other disorders.
At night when you are
lying down, the fluid in the
tissues of your legs is par=
tially re-absorbed. When you
sit up all day or Stand up,
your feet and ankles are
Pot tertown Club Plans illeet
'Me CyPross Springs Resort
Restaurant will be the scene of
the annual Christmas lun-
cheon and party to be held by
the Pottertown Homemakers
- Club on Wednesday, Dec. 13.
* Members will meet at 10:15
a.m. at the Big K parking lot
to travel to the restaurant.
Each one is asked to bring her
The party was planned at





presented a lesson on
"Women's Finances and
Budgeting." Lottie Hurt
discussed how to select fur-
lying- Has -struction.-Took closely at the con-3ue _
'"Care of the Feet"Lwaill
E hibit-Now- discussed by Louise Short whoX said many of illnesse.s of
persons stem from improper
wearing and type of shoes. She
said too high heels and too flat
slippers without an arch have
caused backaches and some
internal and spinal disorders.
Dolly -Lorenz and Mary
Gertzen showed some baskets
they had woven. Rosina
Zimmerman demonstrated
the making of silk flowers and
where kits could be pur-
chased.
Group singing was led by
Lurene Cooper with Louise
Short. as pianist. Games were
diracianiby Dorothy Simms
below your heart level. The
fluid tends to accumulate in
the downhill direction, spe-
cifically in your feet and
ankles.
Your doctor may be con-
tent for you to have a mild
amount of swelling of your
feet and ankles as long as
your lungs are clear of fluid
and you are able to get along
well otherwise. Some doc-
tors think it is better to have
a little bit of swelling than it
is to run the risk of washing
out too much salt and water
from the body, which can
cause weakness and fatigue.
You are wise to limit your
salt as much as possible. If
your swelling really bothers
you or increases more, you
might talk to your doctor
about it and ask if there are
some additional medicines'
you might take.
. Many patients with heart
filure also take digatalis -
ich you didn't mention -
or one of the digatalis prepa-
rations. This medicine en-
ables the heart muscle ,to
contract more strongly.
When the circulation is
improved, this will pick up
the fluid that accumulates
either in the body or in the






















Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously. flammable
creosote! This-offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
759-4878
Member Murray Chamberof Commerce
SPECIAL
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Paul Heise has joined the staff of The
Ledger & Times as manager of the
office supply department. He retired
from the United States Navy after 72
years of service.
Deaths reported include John B.
Adams, 62, and George B. Wright, 54.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paschall will
20 Years Ago
The new municipal parking lot on
East Main Street in the former location
of the Beale home will be ready for use
by the public on Dec. 11, according to
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.
David Kingins of New Concord 4-H
Club is pictured receiving a trophy
from Nolan Yates, Graves County
30 Years Ago
Calloway County will receive 2109,542
from the state from funds derived from
increased revenue, according to
Emerson Beauchamp, commissioner of
Rural Highways of Kentucky.
The Murray Lions Club presented a
score board and clock, valued at $800,
for the Murray High School football
40 Years Ago
The Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association here yesterday
announced the Board of Directors
endorsed marketing quotas for dark
tobacco and urged its members to vote
for the program in 1939 when it comes
up for referendum on Dec. 17.
Deaths reported this. week include
Bobby Gene Dick, A. S. Brooks, 81,
Dave Sutherland, 43, and 0. M. Chester,
83. .
The Waters schoolhouse and grounda
will be sold at public auction on Dec. 15
50 Year's Ago
-,t142-1•1 111-tay's reotiVNrffigife-ctimfErrs







the top price being listed at $38 per
hundred weight for one farmer. The
average was listed at between $16 and
.! ;17 per hundred weight.
Deaths reported this week include
 John H. Turner, 59, the rev. 0. H.
i Hardin, 81, Mrs. Ethel Sanders, Perry
Norton, J. C. Swift, 85, and Fred C.
Burton, 54.
John Key and Clint Kemp will con-
duct the singing at a special program at
the Goshen Methodist Church on Dec.
16.
Ralph Yarbrough, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Yarbrough, was elected as
captain of the football team for 1929 at
Murray High School.
Marriages announced this week
include -141as Nova Miller to lila
Douglass on Nov. 28, and Miss Irene
Your Individual
Horoscope
celebrate their 50th wedding an-
niversary with an open house at their
home at Stella on Dec. 15.
The Laker Choirs of the Calloway
County High School with Mre Josiah
Darnall as director will present a
program at the meeting tonight of the
Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Farm Bureau, for exhibiting the best
burley tobacco at the 4-H and FFA
Burley Tobacco Show.
New officers of the Calloway County
4.141 Club are Nancy Bazzell, Kirksey,
Donna Grogan, Murray, Janet Like,
Kirksey, Randall Patterson, New
Concord, Joyce Hargis, Murray, and
Larry Dunn, New Concord.
field prior to the football game recently
between Murray High and Mayfield
High, according to Leonard Vaughn,
president of the Lions Club.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, local dentist, is
taking a three weeks' post graduate
course at the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor.
bt the Calloway County Board of
Education.
chool boy patrols have been
organized by local civic leaders and
principals of high schools in Murray
and Calloway County. Uniforms will be
purchased by a committee composed of
Harry Sledd, Ronald Churchill, Her-
shell Corn, Ed Filbeck, and T. Sledd.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Virginia Morris to Vernon
Dick on Dec. 3.
Oneida Ahart, Oliver Hood, Martha
Robertson, Louise Putnam, Emma Sue
:7-
A -i-xleeir-InAtsde a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen
on Dec. 1. •
Martha Sue Gatlin, Harry tee
Waterfield, James Bishop, Annie
Laurie Farmer, Modena Hackett, Conn
Linn Humphreys, Verble Drinkard,
Coleman McKeel, Gordon Johnston,
and. Laverne Wallis were members of
the cast of the play, "Ducks,"
presented Dec. 4 by the senior class of
Murray High School. . -
Members of the cast of the play, "The
Family Upstairs," to be presented by
the Sock & Buskin Club at Murray State
Teachers College on Dec. 13 include
Yewell Harrison, Lula Clayton Beale,
Luella MoCaslin, Eugene Boyd, Molete
Morelock, Novis Brown, Mayrell
Johnson, Ralph Brausa, and Mabel
Phillips.
Mildred Hodge, Marilyn Parks,
Bobble Garrison, Wanda Nance,
Katherine IA:, Betty Dixon, LaVaughn
Latiaier, Isabel Parke, Betty Riley, and
Nell Markovich Oad high individual
averages in bowling In the Magic Tri
League this week.
Miss Lowell Gingies, teacher of
commerce at Hartford High School, is
here with her mother, Mrs. W. V.
Gingles, who is ill.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Naked and The Dead" starring
Aldo Ray, Curt Robertson, arid
Raymond Massey.
In high school basketball games
Murray Training beat New Concord.
Team high scorers were Houston with
10 for Murray Training and Winchester
with 14 for New Concord.
Potatoes are advertised at 10 pounds
for 39 cents in the ad for Economy
Grocery, Rudolph Thurman, owner.
Gibson, James Boyd, Wells Lovett,
Dortha Kelley, Rhoda Sue Mahan,
Mary A. Callis, and Tasanilia Hopson
were members of the cast of the play,
"Aunt Cindy Cleans Up," presented
Dec. 1 by the junior class of Murray
Training School.
Hamburger is advertised at 121/
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
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A Sketch Of Amanda Futrell Ross
Amanda Futrell Ross, wife of the
Reverend James Mathis Ross, is the
subject of this week's column. Again, .
this material is taken from the book by
Mr. Jesse S. Ross that the history of
Pleasant Hill Church came from last
week.
Amanda Ross was born on February
2, 1850, near the site of Laura Furnace
in land Between the Lakes. She was the
daughter of William and Abashaba
Colson Fierklit._se
ltw marrattl James M. R.osatin Feb.
18, 1868. They built or moved into a
house located on her father's farm
where they reared their five children
and spent the remainder of their lives.
She died at the age of almost 79 years on
January 15, 1929 and was buried in the
Pleasant Hill -Cemetery, with her an-
cestors.
She never attended school as there-
were few schools in the area; and early
settlers seemed to think that girls did
not need an education or book learning.
The boysattended school, but most of
the girls seemed to have a rough life.
They were taught to cook, keep house,
spin, weave, sew, knit, and manage a
house.
They reared sheep on their farm for
meat and wool. The wool was needed
for making material for cloliiing. As




Frances-Drake   Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER
10, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Attending church services
should be especially inspiring
today, but curtail extravagant
spending with so much leisure
time on your hands.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) Ir-g
Though you and a loved one
can accomplish much work
together today, in the late
p.m. one of you may not be•
feeling especially happy.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) n
Romantic interests are
favored now, but don't stay
out too late or else you could
injure your health. For those
married, it may seem like a
second honeymoon.
tANCER
(June 21 to July 22) ISO
Your mind is probably on
other things than work now,
yet ideas that come to,you now
are work-related. Social
gatherings have their ups and
downs.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
; Inspiration for the creative-
minded, and romance for the
*ye-minded. However, avoid
business dealings on what is
Supposed to be a day of rest.
VIRGO
lAug. 23 to Sept. 22) nir-,1
A quiet day et home
together furthers romantic
interests. Travel plans may
not- turn out as expected.
Soinecine tries to turn your
thoughts with persuasion.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ---
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 111/ et'
Hunches about money may
pay off, but don't push your
luck with those who are close.




(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )v1(
Save time for meditation or
church services and in-
spiration will guide your day.
Some of your ideas may prove
to be unrealistic when put to
the test.
CAPRICORN
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id Sek
Find that quiet place within
the self and new creative ideas
will spring forth. Still, it is too
early to-share these ideas with
others.
AQUARIUS
20 to Feb. 18) -.-
When it comes down to it,
others may cop out in business
dealings today. Save time for
socializing, as it will stimulate
your thinking.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Even though it's not a
business day, your intuition
will provide you with career
insights. Heed your intuition,
but keep these thoughts to
yourself.
YOU BORN TODAY are
meant for leadership in
mental pursuits. Practical
know-how will allow you to
commercialize your talents,
and you can succeed At law,
writing, medicine, philosophy,
and teaching. Always thin)
big, for you are not cut out for
small enterprises. You serve
best as a leader and are
Something of a lone wolf. Your
success comes through self-
discipline and a willingness to
be patient and to work hard.
twingrtratitor-yr- --vgyetr-44.44d44e-----efe----Eavnety-
stlf iters, ruusiciAns, .but Dickinson poet, am
(isn't take things for granted - 1,10Ya' Garrison, abolitionist;
wffh a close one, especially if and Chet Huntley, TV news
It involves finances. commentator.
FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER
11, 1978 •
What kind of • day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Others are unpredictable
today in business dealings.
Protect yourself against loss.
Today and in the coming
weeks, you'll work harder for
career advancement.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 2o)
- The unexpected need not
lead to an emotional con-
frontation between you and an
associate. Don't throw good
money after bad in an im-
possible situation.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) n
The picture changes too
rapidly to arrive at a con-
clusion re a work situation.
Protect nerves and health.
Don't let things upset you.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) SO
You'll have to save some
time for children -today; also
you mustn't be neglectful of
friends. Whatever your plans,
they may be upset.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Tempermental displays
may mar business dealings
today. In the future, you'll
attend to more details your-
self. You may be needed at
home.
nPVIRGO(,Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) kh
Compromise seems difficult
today when you're presented
with both sides of, the question.
Don't let the unexpected
disrupt the whole day.
LIBRA 
sasnlit--tBept-23 to Oct. 221- .
You'll vtatil__to .slo much
rearranging at home base
today and in Ate codling
weeks. Meanwhile,Inake sure
4-4g
that personal possessions are
secure.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
The morning hours may
have their upsetting moments,
but bear no grudges in the
p.m. Place the accent on
flexibility and you'll cope.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Don't let nerves get the best
of you, or else you'll be sick.
You'll want to spend more
time with loved ones now and
in the near future. a
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 19) 1/i6i''
Quite frankly, new friends
are not as predictable as old
ones. Be ready for the
unexpected, yet try to remain
calm if others seem erratic.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Career demands may in-
terfere with domestic plans.
There's no need to get upset -
instead, flow with the changes
that circumstances bring.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A difference of opinion
needn't ruin your whole day.
Remember to save enough
time for both family and
friends during the holidays.
YOU BORN TODAY are
nervous, dynamic, and in-
ventive. Worry about financial
or .emotional security
shouldn't keep you from your
natural inclination towards
music and idealistic pursuits.
A bit of an adventurer,
something of an opportunist,
your best success will come
through your knowledge of
human nature and your un-
derstanding of your fellow
man. You can succeed as a
poet, playwright, teacher,
government official, and in
the arts. You'd also make a
. sistoompokesrneffriortn="6-bnind
that ,f-ru believe in. fr
bP. Klired de MUsserlyr. rioe-t
Carlo Ponti, film, producer,
and Gilbert Roland, actor.
x
spring, she began the preparation
needed to get it ready for weaving it
into cloth which was needed to make
clothes, blankets and bedspreads. Most
of the clothes worn during the early
years were made from homespun
cotton material and woolen material
called "lendsey."
She did all this work of carding,
spinning, weaving, sewing and knitting
until her daughter Ann was old enough
tri. learn 1.11-do thiA-40141 workaritrmo -were -seared, they
picked, washed and dried the wool, then
it was carded'into rolls and spun into
thread. •
Some of the thread was dyed before it
was woven into cloth, and some was
woven into cloth in its natural white
color. In the early days they could not
buy manufactured dyes - thus they
devised their own dyes or colors using
what was at hand to meet their own
needs. Deep blee dye was made him
indigo which could be purchased for.
about 40 cents a pound, green walnut
hulls for a deep brown, and hickory
bark for a rich yellow.
I think her loom and spinning wheel
• and reel were made by her father,
William, because he owned some
carpenters' tools, including a lathe that
he used in making poster beds. The
loom was very heavy and required a lot
of space when set up for operation. She
Atehrey s Jingle By Lovrell Atchley
A Registered
Angle?
I was so busy last week opening
hundreds of fan letters that I didn't
have time to write a column.
Although I had a pile of letters on my
desk, one stood out in the stack. A
fellow with Dow Chemical U.S.A. wrote
and the message he sent wasn't the
typical fan letter to the tune of "I en-
joyed your column..."
This was serious stuff. It seems I had
dirtied the good name of one of Dow's
registered trademark
STYROFOAM. In a column which
wrote a while back on how to beat in-
flation, I called a plastic foam meat
tray "Styrofoam." Wrong, Dow says.
-While Dow applies the STYROFOAM
brand name in marketing several.
products, including a number and
variety of plastic foams, the items you
mention are not Dow products to which
this trademerk applies."
I'm sorry guys.
I've learned since reading the letter
that many companies are very sen-
sitive about their registered
trademarks.
I mulled the meaning of the letter
over while sipping my Coke soft drink
beverage. Since I had a cold, I pulled a
Kleenex paper tissue from of the back.
pocket of my Levi's *tins and blew my
nose. My lips were chapped also so I
used a Chap Stick lip balm.
What t do about the letter?, I
thought, mulling the thing over like a
Crock Pot slow electric cooker would
prepare soup: This could become as
slippery as Vaseline petroleum jelly or
as shaky as Jello-O brand gelatin
dessert. .
The misuse of the term
STYROFOAM had cut Dow Chemical
deep enough to require a Band Aid
adhesive bandage. I don't want to be
the one to throw a Crescent brand open-
end wrench into Dow's image.
So, pay attention. You may even want
to make a copy of this with 'a Xerox
—_—
_, -The/us ' - ------t Coca ,,.150w_ XeroxXeros .and
Cola don't li to see their brand names
used generi lly because some' day*
their names could become common
usage, available to-anyone.
Really. I'm not trying to put Pan-
Cake Make Up cake make-up on this.
These brand names are tough to create
and it takes more than a Glad brand
plastic bag full of money to advertise
the trademarks.
It's clear as Plexiglass plastic
sheeting that some generic names now
were once brand names - aspirin,
cellophane, cube steak, dry ice,
escalator, harmonica, linoleum,
shredded wheat, yo-yo and zipper. Thus
the folks at Coca-Cola shudder when
they see "coke" written somewhere.
The fellows at Dow Chemical and
other companies are.constantly looking
for misuse of their brand names. And
like a Home Sentry smoke alarm
detects smoke, they detect misuse of
their names and tell you about it.
So if you're using a trademark -
follow itevith a word or phrase. I don't
have to spell that out in large letters
using Crayola brand crayons do I?
Take a mental Polaroid snapshot of
what I'm saying. Don't just tuck this
into your Tupperware plastic trash can.
By the way, don't get any funny ideas
about using my column title as your
own either. I plan to register it too. Soon
you'll have to call it an Atchley's Angle
brand senseless column.
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always kept this loom in the shed beside
the smokehouse near the kitchen of the
old log house. She did all her weaving
during the summer months because
there was no way to heat this building
She was skillful in the art of weaving
and _wove many beautiful coverlets,
blankets, and carpet material besides
material for clothes. Her caughter Ann
was not as skillful in the art of weaving
as her mother, but she wove carpets
.....and lliidstys, or woolen material for
making blankets.
The family also needed a great
amount of cotton material, Therefere.a
patch of cotton was grown every year.
- After the winter clothes were made,
'and this required an enormous amount
of time and work, the material was cut
and all the sewing was done by hand,
because they didn't own a ,sewing
machine.
The cotton via- gathered-in the fall.
During the winter months the seeds
were removed by hand or by a hand
operated gin. The - cotton gin had
wooden rollers and was a much faster
way of removing the seeds; it was
made by her husband or father. -
After the seeds were removed the
cotton was carded into rolls; then it was
• spun into thread and woven into cloth.
This "homespun" cotton material was
cut and made into clothing, bedspreads
and
werellffireillin- the -errorknit-
ting socks, stockings, mittens and
gloves for the family. Amanda Ross
wove a cotton bedspread before her
marriage, 104 years ago (as of 1972). It
was Worn to some extent but is in a
usable condition at the present time.
She loved this spread and always used
it on the tail four-poster Cherry cord
bedstead that her father made for her.
This is only part of the reminiscences
that Mr. Ross had concerning his
grandmother, Amanda Ross, but I
thought that the part concerning how
the family's clothing supplies were
produced was especially interesting, in
the light of how the modern day family
clothes itself nowdays.
Bible Thought
I will abide in thy tabernacle for
ever: I will trustihr the covert of thy
wings -Psalm 61:4,
The Psalmist thinks of a tabernacle
where he may worship and praise Gdd;
as a result he feels safe even as a chick
beneath the wings of the mother hen;
may we have that sense of trust and
faith in the Lord!
Thoughts
In Season
HUMANISTS FOR OUR TIME
By KEN WOLF
What do we expect of our leaders? Is
simple goodness one of the respon-
sibilities of those in positions of power?
Consider the following lines from the
German philosopher Friedrich Niet-
zsche 18444900):
-And there is nobody from whom I
want beauty as muchas from you
who are powerful: let your kind-
ness be your final self-conquest.
'"Of all evil I deem you capable:
therefore I want the good from
you...
But Nietzsche was not content with
challenges to the powerful. He was also
critical- of those of us who are
hypocritical and mistake.weakness for
virtue:
"Verily, I have often laughed at the
.weaMings who thought thereseitvee,
_ goo(because they badno elaws.7
(Tor lurtheereadnig, seeNtetzschea
Thus Spoke Zarathustra and Beyond
- 'Goad and Evil, several *ions and
translations in paperback.)
•
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Murray Business News Briefs
Archway Food Shoppe Opens Doors Yesterday
Archway Quick Stop Food
Shoppe opened its doors
yesterday morning with a•
number of new ideas for a
"convenient" type food store.
The store, located in front of
Riviera Courtron 641 North, is
owned ana operated by
Charles Richardson and is
Unique • hi • tbeliet -that
building is shaped like an.
Arch, patterned after the old
army quonset huts.
"I chose this type building
because it would be noticeable
and the low cost of building
it," Richardson said.
Some of the unique features
of the store include rustic
- chandeliers, semi circle
aisles, for easy access, and
• decorative insulation that
gives the effect of carpeting on
the walls and ceiling.
Richardson said he has
never been in the grocery
-business but he owned the lot
and wanted an investment.
. "r got the idea when two
chain groceries tried to lease
the lot to put in a convenient
type store," he said.
The store onens from 6 am.
,to 1 a.m. and features all the
Jean SimmonsDebbie Williams
Tommy and Debbie Williams of Shirley's Garden Center
are pleased to announce that Debbie's &other Mrs. lean "
Anderson Simmons has just bought into half of the
business. Debbie and Tommy bought 30% from Dr. Clegg
Austin List November and Mrs. Simmons has just pur-
chased 50% this November. Debbie Williams said
-We're happy to have my mother here and will continue
to keep the same high standards that Shirley's has had for







GENE UNDOLT GEORGE UNDOLT
We at the
latest weighing devices and
cash registers. By January
tirst Richardson intends to
offer self service gasoline at a
competitive price, and a quick
serve food section featuring
breakfast and sandwich items
as well as side orders.
FDA Helps Kentucky's Industrial Growth
Availability of capital is
often the critical factor in the
development of an industrial
park in Kentucky.
There are various gover-
nmental funding sources,-
though, that can be tapped
when private capital cannot
be attracted or when there is a
need to underwrite the cost of
developed land to private-
industry.
Darrell Gilliam, . an en-
terprise development
specialist with one of Ken':
tucky's 15 Area Development
Districts, notes there are 19
separate federal agencies
supervising more than 90
different programs capable of
providing funds for industrial
development.
The most important of these
to Kentucky are the Economic
Development Administration




Commission ( ARC), he said.
EDA can provide "direct
and supplementary grants for
such things as site
preparation, utilities ex-
tensions, street construction
and access roads, and port
facilities," Mr. Gilliam says,
in addition to -limited grant
funds.. ,for technical
assistance to help plan a
development program."
Two of the various types of
available, funds from EDA
are: the $3 million in federal
monies, matched by $1 million
from state sources, for Section
304 block grants administered
by the state Development
Cabinet; and "economic
adjustment" funds to assist
areas in recovering from
actual or' threatened severe
economic losses resulting
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE — four members of the Murray-Calloway County Board
of Realtors Inc. and two officers of the Kentucky Association of Realtors are pictured at
the KAR Leadership Conference and Board of Directors meeting held in Lexington
Nov. 30-Dec. 2. Left to right, they are, Bill Kopperud, president; Loretta lobs, vice
president Joe Guy Hagan, Louisville, president, KAR: Louise Gentry, Bowling Green,
vice president, KAR: Aodra Moody, secretary; and Brenda Jones, realtor. The local of-
ficers were installed at an installation banquet Dec. 5. The leadership conference is an
educational program sponsored by the KAR to help newly elected board officers build
a boter local organization. Welcoming participants at the conference were Charlie
Murphy.1978 KAR president, and Tom lasviell, regional vice-president of the National
—Association of Realtors. Speakers for the two-day meeting came from various boards
across the state, as well as Ohio and Illinois. President Hagan officially took office at
the KAR board of directors meeting Dec. 2.
Tandy Names New Chairman
FORT WORTH, TX — Phil
R. North has been named
chairman of the board and
president of • Tandy Cor-
paratiors, parent company of
the worldwide Radio Shack
store chain.
He succeeds Charles D.
Tandy, *founder of the com-
pany, who died November 4.
North, 60, has been, a
director of Tandy Corporation
since 1966. From 1968 to 1977
he served as special con-
sultant to Charles Tandy and
had been his administrative
aide since 1977.
At the press conference
announciffg his appointment,
North stated that he intends to
build on the corporate
philosophy established by
Tandy "that has enabled and
will continue to enable this
company to grow and
prosper."
From 1949 to 1956 North was
a vice president of Carter
Publications, Inc., and









1956 to 1962 he served as
assistant general manager of
the newspaper..
•
A . native of Fort Worth,
North graduated from Central
(now Paschal) High School in
Fort Worth in 1935 in the same
class with 'Charles. Tandy,
then earned his Bachelor's
Degree from the University of
Notre Dame in 1939.
After graduation North
worked. for the Nashville
Tennesseean as a reporter,
then enlisted in the U.S. Army
in 1940. He served in the
Pacific Theater earning the
rank of rnajor as a press aide
to General Douglas
MacArthur, where at 24 he
was the youngest member of
MacArthur's.staff.
On returning to Fort Worth
after. the war, North joined the
Star-Telegranr where he
distingttished himself with a
number of innovative ideas.
He introduced new techniques
to printing, sterotyping and
editorial formats and what is
believed to be the first weekly
radio-television guide to
newspapers.
North, who is a former
president of the board of St.
Joseph Hospital in Fort,
Worth, is a director of Con-1
tinental National Bank, also int
Fort Worth,
Tandy Corporation (NYSE),
with its more than 7,000 Radio
Shack outlets in mine coun-
tries, reported sales in excess
of one billion dollars for its
last fiscal year ended June 30,
1978.
SBA Rep Scheduled Dec. 21
A Small Business
Administration represen-
tative will be available in
Paducah, at City Hall (second
floor), Commissioner's
Chambers, from 9:00 a.m. till
12:00 noon, Thursday,
Dee-ember 21, 1978 to discuss
financial and management
assistance available to small
businessmen.
Visits by SBA staff are
made to Paducah to reduce or
eliminate the need for area
businessmen to travel ,to
Louisville for the agency's
services.
Businessmen inquiring
about an SBA loan are aske
to bring with them curren
profit and loss statements an
a balance sheet for the
complete business year.
Persons' 'not presently
business, but seeking financia
help to start should bring
current personal financial
statement. Phone (502) 442-
7561.
SBA provides counseling
service through the Service
Corps of Retired Executives
(SCORE) on the first
Thursday of each month at the
above location,
from some governmental
action ( Military base closings,
railroad abandonments, etc.).
FinHA funds for industrial
park development are
available for communities up
to 10,000 population, with
priority to those under 5,500
population and to areas with
particular water and sewer
improvement needs.
The ARC, while technically
not a federal program, makes
grants "for a number of site
and off-site improvements"
applicable to industrial parks,
"practically anything except
land acquisition."
Mr. Gilliam notes two
"musts" in obtaining ARC
grants: "First, ARC funds are
almost always supplemental.
.. you must have a basic grant
from another federal agency
such as EDA or FmHA before
you can obtain ARC fund-
s...Second, your project must
be included in the Kentucky
Annual Investment Package"
(a governor-endorsed list of
projects to be funded from
Kentucky's basic allocation of
ARC funds).
State funding possibilities
for industrial parks primarily
are frorn ,two sources: The
Kentucky Development
Finance Authority and the
Coal Severance Fund. KDFA
loans can cover up to 50
percent of the cost of
acquisition and development
of industrial properties,
generallyoon a four percent,
10-year basis. Coal taxes
channeled ta counties and
ADDs, largely the Coal County
Economic Aid Fund and the
Area Development Fund,
amounted to more than 922
million in the state's last
biennial budget, Mr. Gilliam
said.
The particular attractions of
the two state-based sources of
'funding, he said, are that
"they can be used to pay for
items declared ineligible
under federal guidelines, and
they can count as local money
and be used as match against
federal and state programs."
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK —
General market direction was
upward. Leading gainers:
Belknap (OTC) to 13% from
11%; Kentucky Cehtral (OTC)
to 14% from 12%; Humana
(NYSE) to • 20% from 18%.
Grelitest declines: Jerrico
(OTC) to 13% from 13%;
Reliance Universal (OTC) to
12 from 121/; Liberty National
(OTC) to 311/2 from 32.
Recreational DealersAttend
RV Industry Show-
^By Jo Burkeen products used in the Shasta, Airstxearn,and many
Local recreational .dealers and furnishing of the M
others.
any of these name brand
Local Scene Editor manufacturing, equipping,
attended the Ftecre'ational recreational vehicles. Along recreational vehicles are seen
Vehicle Industry Association with the suppliers were the in . the many campgrounds of
National RV show held Nov. 28 -representatives from tht this area around Kentucky
to Dec. 1 at the Kentucky Fair finance businesses, camping and Barkley Lakes.
and Exposition Center, magazines, campgrounds, Also represented at the
• Louisville. — - etc. RVIA show. were White's
Seminars were held each Camper Sales, Murray,SteelY
day on "Sales and Self-Help," Motors, Murray, and many
"How to Keep the government other area dealers-not listed Ill'
Out of Your Business—and the directory published from
Your Pocket," and "vs/nolo-the registration files of the
ea..thislisoviu Goe _, _Ft ___. .el, 7._91 fashion _. show. The dealers were from,
- Irk" to—thy-Lida • m7s-aty-- -7,ainlost-_every- I:tate-in- the
,of particular fhttlresl _to aLP41--- - Thursday .,44._paltv-r--"._ speciatn.-Nofted:States 
including' dealers and suppliers.. parties were held at The Galt Alaska and Hawaii,and also
House in downtown Louisville from Many foreign countries
on Monday when "Las Vegas including Belgium, Canada,
Night" was featured; and on England, France, Germany,
Thursday evening featuring Holland, Italy, Japan,
Charlie Doman, Alan Black, Sweden, and Switzerland.
and Fred Perry and his While in Louisville we were
entertained by the Thorough-Orchestra. A buffet was
served on Thursday. bred Campers of Hardyville,
Ky., manufacturers of Man-0-Also on hand for the show
were state officials including War recreational vehicles at
the local recreational dealer their headquarters at one of
inspector for the state fire the major motels in Louisville.
marshall, Bobby Johnson and Visiting the show was a very
his wife, Sarffirt Murray. interesting and rewarding
Among the many makes and experience. We were made
models shown were those of more aware of the many
Man-O-War, Starcraft, persons and money involved
Nomad, Prowler, Holiday, in the production of the
Coleman, Skamper, Revcon, recreational vehicles which
Avion, Bonanza, Coachman, are a part of the current trend
Winnebago, Champion, Cobra, of living and adding to the
Trati'hy:- JaYco, ' Xplorer, 'economy of this area.
..410...4"40",49‘44/4441PKOK.0,606
THE MURRAY-CALLOWAT
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Extends thanks to the— businesses,
organizations and individuals ivho Up
ported our recent fund drive. The con-








Wg_Qpresdatr,_ your„o_nfidence in  .our_
programs. . - ---
mrpitattlarwr
753-1744 Leapt of Women Wort
This show is held each year
to show the new models of the
many recreational vehicles
for the 1979 year. With tourism
one of the major economical
Every type of recreational
vehicle was shown from the
more than $50,000 motor home
to a small pop up tent trailer,
or small truck camper.
The many, many
recreational vehicles
displayed in the east and west
wings of the Exposition Center
were a site to behold with the
many extra features added by
the manufacturers this year.
ALiftilini were many of the
major truck and automobile
dealers' exhibits.
Jimmy and Marilyn Her-
ndon of Murray-,...Camper
Supply had attended"the show
• for the past three years 8/11i
this year .they asked my
husband, J B. Burkeen,
assistant serviceman for Mr,
Herndon, and myself to attend
the show with them. We were
delighted to have this op-
Pert 31.
We loured the suppliers'
booths in the main arena of the









Watch the value of your money grow with the in-




money in 1775. The
credit of our new -coun-
try was so poor that the
value of this currency'
dropped to almost Zero
in just six years.
PEOPLES /BANK




Ron has been selected as
Salesman of Month at Parker
Ford Inc. Based on sales
ability - personality - customer
relationship and all around
hustle.
Ron Wright
We are proud to have Ron on our sales force and represent
us as December's Salesmaii of Month . Stop in .andsee
Ron, or any of our other fine salesmen for anew or used ear
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fist, Courney Doom's red bone hound, 'trees' from his vantage 20 feet off theground.-The dog climbed a leaning tree trunk to get closer to an unseen coon.
Dy Wade Bourne
Lakeland Outdoors
First of all, they're coons,
not RA-coons. And it's 
hurtting' not huntin-G. Throw in a
few red bone hounds, Red Man
tobacco, tall tales and a damp
November night, and you have
what amounts to tradition,
Kentucky style.
"Speak to him, Red! Speak
to him, fist!" Courtney
Doom's voice echoed down
across the dark ridges toward
the sounds of the race. The
woods around us wavered in
the sputtering light of his
carbide headlamp.
"Sounds like they're after
more than one coon," Doom
said. The pack of four hounds
had split, two following a hot
trail to the southwest, and the
other two working straight
north. Doom listened intently,
trying to decipher the
messages in the dogs they are to tree. .
- a-s-we- worked our
"Work it out,- Fisk12-- Doon:1---sray down one hillside and Up
called. And then to. me, another. Doom suffered a
"Sounds like they've scattered severe heart attack several
a litter, and the old mammy years ago, and the experience,
coon's leading. the dogs away
from her kittens."
The older dogs would tree
half-heartedly and then move
down the ridge on the trail.
Doom explained the coon was
"tapping" the trees where
the dogs hatated, climbing
part way up the trunk and then
leaping to the ground to run.
The pups, Jack and Jill,
remained with their own race
down the ridge in a hollow.
The tempo from the older
hounds changed. "They're
trying to tree, but it don't
apu,nd just right," Doom
judged, and he recommenced
his "pokey style" of hiking
throngh-the hills to the. huh-
ter's sounds.
We'd been out of the truck a
half hour when the dogs first
struck. Doom had said he likes
to come to this sketch of
Livingston County forest
because it's large and rough.
Nearly 2,000 acres of unbroken
tilmberland all look the same
in the dark, and novice hun-
ters can get lost. But Doom
grew up nearby, and he knows
the lay of the land and the
timber trails which snake
along the ridgetops. It's here
he comes to hunt "hill coons"
and to hear his dogs run.
But though the tradition's
rich, Doom says the sport's
not what it used to be.
"There's too many hunters
,, now, even here. Prime coon
hides bring a high price
(around $20), and there's
more hunters and trappers. I
don't hold with trapping
coons." Doom said the more
the hunters, the smarter the
coons btcome, and the harder
threatened his sport. But, with
a "we all have to go sooner or
later" attitude, the coon
hunter still plies his trade
three, four, sometimes five
nights a week. Besides, the
exercise of walking at a slow
pace with frequent rests has
strenthened his heart, his
doctor says.
"The pups are trying to
tree," Doom judged from their
voices. But he felt the best
chance was with the older
dogs who were trained not to
waste time on varmits other
than coons.
The chase wound on, one of
the pups left its mate and
joined the older dogs, and the
hour 'hand turned around
twice. We'd follow a while and
then find a fallen log to sit and
listen and talk and shell
peanuts. Several topics came
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
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Open Mon. thru_Sat. 9th 9
and went in the night. . .
Best nights for coon hun-
ting: Doom likes a still, not-
too-damp, not-too-dry night
when the temperature isn't
dropping too fast. A quick
freeze covers the coons' scent.
Dogs: "A man can get more
coons with two dogs than with
four. Two will tree faster. A
good dog is one that will stay
on a trail for three or four
hours. I've had some good
dogs. I've sold a lote of 'em. I
had one that I turned down an
$800 offer for, and two weeks
later the sucker got run over
by a car. . ."
Getting lost: "you can sure
get turned around in these
woods. Each hill's got a log
road on top of it, and it gets
confusing.." Doom always
--zea retest -a-rentpestvang-et 
important hilltop. jiuiction he
tied a piece of white .cloth to
keep from walking by it on the
return trip.
"Oliste I disagreed with my
two partners .on how to get
back to the truck. We struck
out in different directions, and
I got back first. I sat there in
the dark while they circled
around next to the truck three
times. I didn't say anything.
When they finally found the
truck, I told them what they
were talking about when they
walked by."
Finally the dleft the hills
and headed across a soggy
coybean bottom. Doom
sttained to' listen. "They're
treed," he pronounced, and we
moved again, the ,race now
almost four hours old
Down off the hills, through
the fields, across a creek, into
a grove of • thick trees bor-
dering a gulley... The hounds
were coursing back and fourth
through the trees, barking and
looking up with ears alert into
the mat of branches. "He's up
there somewhere. The
ground's frozen too fast to
track him right to the tree he
went up. They can smell him
better in the air."
Doom flicked on his 12 volt
spotlight and began a search
of the limbs. He moved around
the trees, the dogs continued
to bawl, another dog in a yard
some 500 yards up the gulley
yapped continuously at the
commotion. "That yard dog's
gettin' plenty of throat
exercise," I said. • Doom
continued the search.
He used a squaller to try to
make the coon look our
direction. No such luck. Then
he walked around the trunk
and shined the treetops from
the other side.
Suddenly the dogs went wild
barking and yowling, standing
on their hind legs. Then Fist,
followed by Red-and the young
gip Jill climbed up a leaning
tree trunk some 15-20 feet high
and barked continuously at
the next tree. Doom worked
the light up and down the
trunk and through the limbs,
but no movement, no glint of a
hidden eye was seen.
Finally, after a half hour of
looking up, Doom called the
dogs away. "He's up there
somewhere, but I eari.'t find
him. He might be in a den, but
I didn't see any opening. This
happens once in a while."
And with that we started
hack through the fields toward
the truck. The time was 1 a.m.
The truck was still some three
miles away. The air had a
chill, but the stars shone
r -7 -brightly• hver hiviagatun
ittiky„a110,1 ILDa.0.8094 av.113( •
' coon hunters say there's more
I to the sport than 41ust catching
game
Four Wheeling
By Hemp Brooks Jr.
Just about the time that
Santa Claus starts loading up
his sleigh we get deluged
every year for some gift ideas
to be bestowed on fellow four
wheelers. Here goes. Being a
firrn fourwheeler ourselves,
we're not too prone to those
gifts of decoration which
seldom find much use.
Under five dollars - Good
suggestions here come about
as easy as backing up
Woodpecker Hill with the front
driveshaft tore out.
Five suggestions - A good
whisk broom - not one of those
painted collections of sick
sagegrass. A little gadget
known as the Leva-Gage
which looks goofy as all get
out, but in reality is a useful
bit of information for any
serious four wheeler who gets
off the road. It's a kind of
miniature carpenters level
that enables one to determine
just how bad a-sidehill slope he
has run upon! And it sticks tc
the dash in seconds.
A good flashlight with fresh
batteries. Its amazing how
useful one of these things can
be way out in the boondocks
when you have to get outside,
the fourwheeler. Some bungee
cords. These are the things
that look like King Kong
rubber bands. They're mighty
handy to strap down all those
loose items that invariably
accumulate in a four wheeler
and go crash bang wham when
the big- bump. Or
maybe—one- 4-Theljf
surplus-painted trenching
spades that folds up. I don't
like digging with them either,
but when old rough and ready
has finally managed to suc-
ceed in goring itself about a
yard deep in the gee they sure
can beat walking.
Five to ten dollars - Tools -
We recommend taking a look
at the several auto parts
stores in Murray for these
You'll find quality items there
mostly. And some helpful
suggestions. OurIaVorites. A
good crescent wrench,
probably about the ten inch
size. Channel Lock pliers, a
small pair, and maybe a
medium sized one. Visegrips.
Two or three good'
screwdrivers, or one of those
with different sized bits in the
handle. Another item. Chrome"
vent shades. They fasten over
the top of the side windows
And when you get mud
splattered from hubcap to
roof, they' keep the rain off
your arm when you have t(
roll a window down to see out
Around twenty-five dollars -
Our number one choice here is
a snatchem strap. One of those
big tough nylon straps that no
selfrespecting fourwheeler
should be without. We'll run
an article shortly on the
proper use of them. If your
favorite fourwheeler already
has one, then get him a couple
of those good old farm clevis's
with the pin thru them. Next
choice, a good quality hand
held spotlight with quart
iodine bulb that plugs into the
cigarette lighter. We've got
another candidate in this
range also but it may give
Santa Elaus a hernia putting it
down the chimney.
A genuine four feet hayba ler
jack. Called a Handyman jack
among other things. Short of a
five hundred dollar winch, its
the best getting unstuck thing
in the book. And its handy
around the house also. Its to
jacks what Man of War was to
horses. Another idea. One of
those small elbow power
.*inches. Known officially as a
"Come along." We keep, one
around most of the time and it
can come in handy. Like
pulling a motor back up on a
broken motor' mount, or
maybe scooting a tree around
to get thru a narrow path.
Now we get real serious.
From this point on, you're apt
to be pretty fond of this
fourwheeler. Maybe you
married him. Or maybe you
married something that
resulted* him or her I might
add. There's more than a few
female fO'grwheelers
nowadays. Or maybe you did
something you shouldn't have
-tone a fiff-Ke or • Shiluisivie
- Whatever-the- -cause. the-
fourwheeler is pretty special
to rafe those gifts. -
A good eight thousand pound
rated electric winch. Ramsey
and Warn are two of the better
known brands. About five
hundred dollars.
Big tires for the four wheel
drive. Depending on size,
type, and quality this can
range from two hundred per
set up to about five hundred.
Some of them will give sixty
thousand miles of service
however.
Big wheels, pretty wheels,
etc. About a hundred for some
of the sets and can go up over
two hundred for some of .the
really nice ones. Buy from
dealer who knows what he's
doing. Tires and wheels are
just about as good as the
fellow who mounts them and
matches them to the vehicle.
A high riser kit. This is one
of those jobs that turns a
scrawny calf liver looking four
wheeler into the real bull of
the woods. About three to four
hundred installed. If you're
the certain four wheeler's
honey and lean toward the
short legged variety maybe
you better suggest he give you
a stepladder with handlebars
for your Christmas present.
Fifty to one hundred dollars
- A good set of offroad lights
with switches, wiring, and
instructions. One word here.
You get about what you pay
for. You can find pairs of those
lights ;selling for twenty to
thirty dollars. They look like
the others. But they give off
light like a kerosene lantern
and rust awfully in about a
year.
About fifty dollars -- A good
tachometer. This is an item
most fourwheelers would
appreciate but normally don't
buy. Preferring to put their
dollars on goodies of a more
essential nature.
Fifty and up - Roll bars. An
item no serious fourwheeler
should be without, especially
if he's apt to go humping
around the boon docks.
There's more. CB radios,
tape decks, tow hooks, trim
packages, toolboxes, brush
guards, skid plates, towbars,
mirrors, ice chests, a
refrigerator that looks like a




If it's a fourwheeler,
something for the four •wheel
drive whether it be big, little,
or otherwise will be ap-
preciated, and remembered.
Have a nice week. Ycoll need
help, feel tree to call us.
HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
GETS TWO DEER THIS YEAR - Wendell Yearry of
Alma Route shows in the top photo the 6 point deer,
'field dressed at 123 Rounds, that he got Nov. 11 on the
Jjct day-orthe stale wide.gun hunt in the Blood River.
area. In' the bottom proto is the 9 point deer, field
dressed at 148 pounds, that he got in area 10 of the Land
Between the lakes on Nov. 21. With Yearry in the bot-
tom photo is his daughter, Wendy.
tI',I'u,,IIIuII'IIJIIu,IIu,lII'luIIuhIuIIIIIIuIuIIIlI
Cain's, AMC Jeep
Hwy. 641 North 753-6448
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Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
filling, Camping, pd *ling totaled
Hunting & fisting ticenses
z
I me Desk Csi
Ducks Unlimited Secretary
By Charlie bieiCemity • 
(
I thought I would crank up
the Duck Call at least one
more time to report on this
years D.U. Banquet; and to
say thanks to some deserving
people.
This years banquet made
$4,700.00 for the ducks. After
expenses an but about $150
will be sent to theiptiational
Headquarters. This small
amount .will remain in the
local chapter to start ac-
tivities for next years
banquet.
I am sorry to report that the
D.U. Commemorative
shotgun did not sell again this
year, the minimum bid of $750
was not met so the shotgun
had to be sent back to the
National Headquarters.
However, other auction items
especially the prints sold
extremely well.
I am sure all those attending
were pleased with the quality
of their door prize. To my
knowledge none of the door
prizes given away were worth
less than $5 and I know some
were worth more than $50.
Oh yes! The person winning
the grand door prize, a
Remington 1100 shotgun was
really some kind of a nut, he
almost gave it away before
reason prevailed. The name
on the winning ticket read
Now to a little duck hunting
talk. So far this season I would
have to call hunting on. the
lakes only fair "at best. The
ducks have reit been flying and
those few that were seen have
been high. I am sure things
will improve as the weather
turns colder.
I have heard of several
limits being taken in the
bottoms near Hickman and
surrounding areas. I am sure
the bottoms are holding many
ducks as well as the Reelfoot
Lake and Ballard Refuge
areas. As the food supply
becomes_ depleated and the
bottoms begin to freeze look
for the ducks to move to
Barkley and Ky. Lakes.
By the time you read this
Saturday you should have
seen many new ducks move
into the lakes area. ,
Duck hunting is really going
to improve in the next two'
weeks go hunting and see for
yourself - ducks are hard to
shoot setting home in your
favorite chair.






Charlie McKinney, Murray, CLEANING UPHOLSTERY
Ky. The guy probably doesn't 
 ,.
AND TOPS
even duck hunt. Now to say When cockpit upholstery
-
thanks to some people who needs cleaning, remember that
gave 100 per cent and more to the "artificial leather" is most
make this year's banquet the probably vinyl plastic.
--_-best4eL---434-eowiseAkankr_kirst:gaigPviffy4-ei e  
in order for the entire D.U.,. the purpose and sold in marine
comrnittee but especially Gil and automotive stores.
Mathis and Bill Rouse for a If you can't get it, then use
job well done. Also the ordinary mild soap anst --
generous merchants and moderately warm water.
individual supporters who 
If you must use detergent in
an emergency, use it mixed with
contributed prizes that' 'Water in a weak proportion,
provided the balk of the and try it on an inconspicuous
auction items. A special place before going ahead. .
thanks to Don Gilbert. for Folding tops are notorious
preparing and serving an breeding places for mildew. ;.
excellent meal under adverse 
To keep mildew from staging
a population explosion, the
conditions. ' MerCruiser stern -drive boat-
A thank you to the Bank of 
. 
ing authorities point out the
Murray for providing display necessity of removing all trace*
space and allowing the local of the stuff before storage. 4
D.U. chapter to use their Much of a bad deposit canvacuum-cleaned 
away' 
after
facilities for meetings, also to which the remainder can be.
The Murray Ledger & Times removed with .a scrubbing. :
and especially Gene Some detergents leave phost
McCutcheon for his expert phate residues which encoura
help in publicizing the banquet mildew to return, so use soa
and rinse thoroughly.- events. I don't want to forget . Marine and hardware storesDan Miller -our atietioneev or sell prerarations in' spray ca
anyone else that helped make and bottles that do a ilst job
the - 1978 D.U. Banquet a loosening mildew so it can be
success. rinsed away with a hose. Use
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You can't keep a good man
down ... especially if he's a
good, big man like Billy
Cartwright of the San Fran-
cisco Dons.
Held to seven points in the
first half by Stanford Friday
night, San Francisco's
sevenfooter made up for it
with 22 second-half points that
led the nation's 17th-ranked
team to an 87-77 decision over
the Cardinals.
Five .of Cartwright's
secondhalf shots were board-
rattling dunks that brought
the San Francisco crowd to its
feet.
Cartwright's performance
overshadowed a fine night by
Stanford's brilliant freshman
forward Brian Welch, who hit
14 of 18 shots for 28 points.
San Francisco was the only
ranked team to see action
Friday night, but there were
several tournaments played.
In Provo, Utah, Purdue
defeated Santa Clara 71-62 and
Brigham Young stopped St.
Joseph's of Philadelphia 90-71
in the opening of the Cougar
Classic. Indiana State beat
East Carolina 64-61 and
Cleveland State beat Stetson
64-61 in the Hatter Classic in
Deland, Fla.
North Carolina-Charlotte
took Hofstra 91-73 and George
Washington University topped
TexasEl Paso 81-71 in the first
round of the First Union
Invitational in Charlotte, N.C.
Cornell stopped the University
of Rochester 67-58 and Colgate
defeated Catholic University
81-71 in the Big Red Classic at
Ithaca, N.Y.
Southern University
trimmed M5Neese State 91-86




Pepperdine 119-90 in the
Bayou Classic in Lafayette,
La. In the Citrus Invitational
in Lakeland, Fla., Florida
Southern defeated St. Peter's
8741 and Mercer whipped
Western r.arolina 83-71.
Joe Barry Carroll tossed in
17 points and grabbed 10
rebounds to lead Purdue past
Santa Clara. Brigham Young
walloped St. Joseph's as
Danny Ainge scored 20 points
and Fred Roberts 19.
Larry Bird scored 32 points
to pace Indiana State past
East Carolina. Frank
Edwards contributed 31 points'
and Andre Battle hit to free
throws in the closing seconds
to ice Cleveland State's vic-
tory over Stetson.
North Carolina-Charlotte
defeated Hofstra as Chad
Kinch scored 21 points and
grabbed six rebounds. Brian
Magid's 19 points led George
Washington over Texas-El
Paso. Cornell beat Rochester
behind Mike Db1;4s' 26 points
and Colgate stopped Catholic
as Dave. Hargett scored 24
points and Mike Ferrara
added 19.
Tony Murphy,. collected 31
points And Collie Davis scored
22 to power Southern
University over McNeese
State. Andrew Toney chalked




Brian Radon helped Florida
Southean beat St. Peter's.
Elsewhere, Mark Smith
scored 18 points and Derek
Holcomb blocked 11 shots to
leid Illinois over South
Carolina 64-57 and Arizona
State stopped Washington 70-
65 with the help of Roy




. By the Associated Press
ORLANDO, Fla. — Major
League baseball finally has
reached the stage where the
inmates are threatening to
take over the asylum.
The 26 clubs met here_in
their annual winter meeting
and in a week managed just 12
deals involving 31 players.
In reality there were just
three major transactions, one
a trade that is hanging in the
balance; and the other the
circus atmosphere signing of
free agent Pete Rose by the
Philadelphia Phillies.
The deal still pending was
the trade by the Minnesota
Twins of seven-time American
League betting champion Re
' Carew to the San Francisco.
Giants for three players.
Carew held up what would
have been the biggest in-
terleague swap of all Friday,
telling the 'Giants their $3.5
million package was fine, but
he just wasn't sure he wanted
to play and live in the Bay
Area.
*'I would have liked to have
been able to do something,"
Carew said, "but it was such a
short time and I didn't want to
do something that I would
regret." Carew and Giants
owner Bob Lurie had only
until midnight Friday to
comple# the deal before the
inter-league trading deadline:


















Leading Murray State Scorer Roy Taylor (19.3 ppg.) and his teammates will go after their first
victory tonight against Samford University in a 7:30 p.m. (CST) game at Birmingham, Ala The
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Postponed
not the issue. "You have to
think about the ;area, the
organization and type of
team," Carew said. "There
just wan't enolfgh time."
Cleveland Indians President
Gabe Paul — who made the
other big trade, an eichange
with the Texas Rangers of
third basemen; Buddy Bell
Toby Harrah — expressed
frustration in making a deal in
the free agent era.
-The general manager of a
reasonably successful team
has to be smarter than in the
past when almost anyone
could make a trade," Paul
said. "Now, he must worry
about the 10-and-5 clause,
deferred payments, no trade
Lailsos. length and cost of
contracts.
"In the past, the players had
no voice in things and it was
easy."
Ten-and-5 means a player
who has 10 years in the
majors, the last five with the
same team, can veto a trade.
Still • another baseball
executive said it was strange
that you had to ask about a
player's salary and length of
contract before considering
his value as a player.
Carew holds the whin hand
in any deal the Twins make for
him, although he couirlitvind
up biting off his nose to spite
his face.
511 South 12th Street
•
(The Old Johnson Grocery Building )
"Ws Install Auto Glass"
Wilt Chamberlain May Play
For Bulls; Lucchesi Satisfied
CHICAGO — Wilt Cham-
berlain, pro basketball's all-
time. scoring and rebounding
leader, reportedly is con-
sidering coming out of
retirement to join the Chicago
Bulls as a second-string
center.
Chamberlain, 42; has met
twice with_ Jon Kolver,
managing partner of the
National Basketball
Association team, and plans to
visit Chicago soon for further
-discussions, according' to the
Chicago . Tritium and the
Chicago Sun-Times.
ORLANDO, Fla. — Former
Texas Rangers Manager
Frank Lucchesi's damage suit
stemming from a 1977 fight
with infielder Lenny Randle
ended in handshakes and an
"amicable" out-of-court
settlement.
Lucchesi sued -Randle for
unspecified damages after the
March 28, 1977 incident just
before a Rangers exhibition
game at Orlando. Randle, who
now plays for the New York




RENO, Nev. — Mark Roth
took a 131-pin lead over Earl
Anthony into the nationally
televised finals of a $100,000
Pro Bowlers Association tour
event.
The leader in the women's
division was Cheryl Robinson
of Van Nuys, Calif., who
rallied in the final games to
pass Vesma„ Grinfelds of San
Francisco. Grinfelds had
taken the lead after the'
morning session.
Robinson averaged 199.5 a
game and had a total plaid! of*
7,867.
Roth had a 38-game pinfall




Wells heads a field of more
than 7,000, including 'nearly
two xicrzen.,, world class run-
ners, in Sunday's sixth annual
Honolulu Marathon.
The field includes 1,412
women,a world record.
Wells, who finished in 2
hours, 18 minutes, 37-seconds
last year, is expected to have
strong comiletition from the
likes of two-time winner
Duncan Macdonald, Doug
Kardong, Brian Maxwell, and
Herrn Atkins, who was second
last year.
Cindy Dalrymple, who won
last year's women's title in
2:48:07, will have competition
from Marty Cooksey, . Patti
Lions, Gayle Barron, .Nitia
Kuscsik, and several other
females with world class
status.
Sports Briefs
The course record of 2:17:24
was set by Jack Foster of New
Zealand in 1975. Kim Merritt
established the women's
record of 2:44:44 two years
ago.
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP)—
The top eight seeded teams
have made it to the
weatherdelayed quarter-final




The tourney was delayed for
more than three hours by a
series of tornado warnings in
the Tuscaloosa area late
Friday afternoon.
The quarter-finals were
being played into the wee
hours- of today, with
semifinals set for later in the
Morning and the finals for
tonight.
The quarter-final matches
and the teams- original
seedings: No. 1 UCLA vs. No.
6 Brigham Young; No. 2
Hawaii vs. No. 4 Southern Cal;
No. 7 San Jose State vs. No. 8
Pepperdiniaawand No. 6 San
Diego State vs. No. 3 Utah
State.
PROVCOJtah (API — Host
Brigham Young 
Universityfaces Purdue tonight for the
championship of the Cougar
Classic basketball tournament














Joseph's of Philadelphia for
the consolation.
Murray High and Calloway
County boys basketball games
were postponed last night due
to icy road conditions.
The Tigers' home contest
with Wingo has been reset for
Monday, while details are still •
incomplete pincerning the
Lakers' game with Mayfield.
' Murray High is scheduled to
face Ballard Memorial in a
home contest tonight, while
Calloway County next sees




By the Associated Press
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.
— John McEnroe, the 19-year-'
old New Yorker in his First. 
seasonon the U.S. Davis Cup
team, lets his tennis racket do
his talking.
"I don't say much to
anyone," McEnroe said after
blasting Englishman John
Lloyd, 6-1, 6-2, 6-2, in the first
_Match 'of the Davis._ Cup,
championship round Friday.
It was up to the articulate
Lloyd to explain McEnroe's
dominance.
"He was two classes above
me today," said Lloyd, who
added the American was "a
yard and a half quicker than I
was."
• The—British had their
revenge in the second 
matchof the bestof-five round when
Buster Mottram overcame a
match point in the third set to
beat Brian Gottfried, 44, 2-6,
10-8, 6-4, 6-3.
The third match is the
doubles today, with U.S.
veterans Stan Smith and Bob
Lutz going against Mark:Cos
and David Lloyd, John's
brother.
That match will be televised
nationally by the Public




Diets have not worked, the "yo-yo" effect makes them
a uaste of effort leaving the dieter with the same or
n-ore weight than before. -
YOU HAVETRIETIEV-ERYTHING?
YOU HAVE 'NOT TRIED BEHAVORIAL
ANEW,APPROACH!
A series of classes will be sponsored by HEALTH IN-
DUSTRIES of Morra.





Why not. With a heat loss from your livihg area into the
attic,'the squirrels can stay warmer than youAnsulate now
.and. save the heat for yourself. Why- make unwelcomed
gi-infomfortable?
CZE
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Murray State men (0-4) vs Samford; Birmingham,
Ala.; 7:30p.m. (CM.
Murray State women (3-2) vs Northern Kentucky,
Sports Arena; 7 p.m.; admission, free.
Murray Highboys ). vs Ballard County; home
Murray
Arena.
Murray State women vs Eastern Illinois; Charleston,
Murray High boys vs Wingo; (makeup of Friday can-
cellation ); home.
Murray High girls vs Christian County; Hopkinsville,
Ky.




State men v s Ev ansville; 7:30 p.m., Sports
Tuesday
Murray High boys at Symsonia.
Calloway County boys vs Fancy Farm; Jeffrey Gym-
nasium.
Wednesday
Murray State men vs UT-Martin; 7:30 p.m., Sports
Arena.
Friday Basketball
• Friday's College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Maine 84, Towson St 71
SOUH
Alcorn St 98, Savannah St 60
Howard 05, Norfolk St 84, 201
MIDWEST
nlinots 64, S. Carolma 57
SOUTHWEST
•.linuard Payees 6S, St Mary's, Texas Ift,
4irr
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 70, Washington 65
Gonzaga 76, C Washington 59
Portland 84, Hawaii 68
San Francisco 87, Stanford 77 s




Southern U 91, McMOOSS 22. Mk 201'
SW Louisiana 119, Pappordise •
Big Red Classic
First Ftound -
Colgate 81. Catholic U 71
ornell 67, Roe'hester 51
4 Citrus invitational
:v. First Round
Florida Southern 87, St Peter's 81




You may qualify for
w Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.
All
You're in good hands.













Shelton, elevated- to theFirst &mod
Purdue 71, Santa Clara 62 starting lineup because of the
Brigham Young 90, St. Joseph's, Pa 71 injury to center TomFirst U1110111 Issitstiosal
First Resod LaGarde, sank two free
George Washington 81, Texas-El Paso 71 throws with 1:15 to play andUNC•Charlotte 91, Hofstra 73
then blocked a closein shot byHatter Classic
Fhrst Rased
Indiana St ttlf, Carolina 79
Cleveland St. 64, Stetson 61
By The Associated Press
The Denver Broncos and
New England Patriots are just
one victory away from
divisional. championships -
and neither can afford the
luxury of looking ahead to that
final weekend in the National
Football League season.
The Broncos, gunning for
their second straight
Amsrican Conference West
crown, can clinch itSunday by
defeating the visiting Kansas
City Chiefs. The Patriots, who
haven't won a division title in
15 years, can lock up the AFC
East by beating the visiting
Buffalo Bills.
If the Broncos, six-point
favorites, and the Patriots,
favored by 11"z, let Sunday's
games get away from them,
they may find themselves in
the uncomfortable position of
fighting for their lives when
the 16th and final regular-
season weekend rolls around.
The Broncos, 9-5, close the
regular season next Saturday
against the Pittsburgh
Steelers, already the AFC
Central champion and the
winningest team in the league
this year. The Patriots, 10-4,
have the honor of playing the
season's final Monday night
game, Dec. 18 in Miami
against the Dolphins, their
only contender for the AFC
East title.
This Sunday's other games
are Washington at Atlanta,
Dallas at Philadelphia, the
New York Jets at Cleveland,
St. Louis at the New York
Giants, Green Bay at Chicago,
Houston at New Orleans,
Oakland at Miami, Tampa
Bay at San Francisco and
Seattle at San Diego. On
Monday night it's Cincinnati
at Los Angeles.
Today, Baltimore was at
Pittsburgh and Minnesota
visited Detroit.
The Broncos beat Kansas
City and the Patriots beat
Buffalo in their first meetings
A Super Sonic Bench
Shelton Paces Seattle Past Suns
Prep Basketball
Fridays Boys Games
Boone Co 83 Walton-Verona 68
Newport Cats 66 Bracken Co 63
[hue Heights 64 Simon Kenton 62
Campbell Co 73, Bellevue 58
Erlanger Lloyd '54, Ludlow 33
Er St Henry 71 Taylor Mill Scott 45
Silver Grove 71 Coy Latin 69
Grant Co 18 Pendlton Co 80
Mercer Co 68 Boyle Co 13
Tho Highlands 80Connog-4C
Laurel Co 88 Rockcastle Co 60
Lyon Co 81 Reit:Hand 56
Madison Cent 79 Estill Co 61
Monticello fie Camille' 64
Oneida 78 North Build 70-
Owensboro Cats 70 Cloverport 52
St Xavier 11 Durrett 89
U Heights-Evangel pp
Bell Co 93 Knox Cent 70
Bourbon Co 71 Nicholas Co 58
Garrard Co 73 Anderson Co 53
, Scott Co 71 Henry Co 58 _
Pulaski Co 72 Wayne Co 67
Harrison Co 84 Paris 54
Middlesboro 82 Corbin 70
Shelby Cs 82 Eminence 51
Frankfort 59 Lax Bryan $ti 53
Adair Co 58 W Hardin 5i
Green Co 84 Russell Co 68
Ky Country Day 51 Portland Chris 32 Mokoski and Wilrnore Fowler
Coy Catholid-64 firdssart 63 In other NBA games Friday, The final score belied the
Cov FIW,Ss 80 Newport 44 the Holston Rockets edged the fact that a few Wildcats were 







"We've got a strong bench
to depend on," says Seattle
Coach Lenny Wilkens: And the
strongest member of that
bench, Lonnie Shelton, came




carries a 2-0 record and No. 10
national ranking into Satur-
day's clash.
Ptke Co Tres
Pikeville 65 Mullins 62
Bluegrass Coal Tea
Semifinals
Berea 68 Let Sayre 60
Richmond Model 80 Burgin 55
Final -
Berea 13 Richmond Model 45
Capital City Classic
Jessamine Co 67 Len Cats 64
Lex Lafayette 87 Franklin Co 58
Nelson Co !snit Tro
Semifinal
Washington Co 63 Nelson Co 57
Gull Gasses
„....„„diourriptIon 66 Presentation 57
Doss 47 Iroquois 35
, Manual 54 Moore 41
Mercy 53 Butler 37
Barren Co 44 Clinton Co 42
Bell Co 56 Knox Cent 50
Millard 62 'Johns Creek 58
Holy Rosary 50 Fairdale 34
Jeffersontown 71 Male 48
Manual 54 Moore 41
Pleasure Ridge 87 Shawnee 66
Western 61 Stuart 48
Waggener 47 Ahrens 30
Ft Knox 73 N Harihn 38
Whitley Co 50 Williamsburg 34
Bluegrass Cool Tro
Semifinal
Berea 57 Richmond Model 47
Atlanta's John Drew as the_ .




rebounds for Houston. built a 60-44 halftime edge
Malone, who leads the NBA in which Washington could never
rebounding this season, won erase.
his personal duel with last Bulls 100, Blazers, 99
year's rebounding champion, Artis Gilmore scored 27
Truck Robinson, as the Jazz' points as ,Ghicago won its
forward had just 12 rebounds fourth in' a row. But it was
although he scored 26 points. rookie Reggie Theus who
Nets 108, Bullets 100 sealed the victory with 11
John Williamson scored 1Vpoints in the fourth quarter,
of his season-high 40 pointein including two free throws with




surgery earlier is week to
repair torn aments in his
right kn . Wilkens moved
-Jack ma from forward to
ce.ptér to replace LaGarde and
zgave the starting piaster
forward job to Shelton, who
came to Seattle from New




Kentucky Wildcats won't be
suffering from the West Texas
doldrums when they take the The Jayhawks, with a blend
floor tonight against fif- of veterans and talented
thranked Kansas. underclassmen, have forged a
That admittedly was the 4-0 record this season, in-
problem Monday 'night before eluding Thursday night's 90-77
their 121-67 victory over .West victory over Oral Roberts.the compensation package for 
"Darnell Valentine, PaulTexas State's Buffaloes.Marvin Webster.
New Jersey • Nets, beat - e Vat.
Wdb ington Bullets 108-100, opponent of the moment. woe'irceer4140.
•
the Chicago Bulls trimmed the
Portland Trait Biazers 100-99,
the San Antonio Spurs
defeated the Golden State
-Warriors 123-105, the Phoenix
Suns beat the Boston Celtics
123-104, the Indiana Pacers
downed the Detroit Pistons
114-1W and the Los Angeles
Lakers defeated Milwaukee
Bucks 101-85.
Rockets 110, Jazz 106
Moses Malone scored 23
points and grabbed 22
We were just quiet," fresh-
man Dwight Anderson said of
the locker room scene. "I
guess we were thinking about
that Kansas game, which
Coach said in the locker room
was bad. So when we got out,
the crowd kind of got us
psyched up and we played
well."
The final score indicated the
Wildcats played extremely
well, but Hall said the 54-point
margin obscured the team's
January's 8-Under
64 Earns Cup Lead
By the Associated Poess
MEXICO CITY - Don
January may have shot a
better competitive score than
this 8-under-par 64 in the
second round of the $210,000
Mexico Cup golf tournament,
but if he has he can't
remember it.
"Oh Lord, I don't know if
this is a career low or not," the













"That's what happens when
you play so long. I just don't
remember."
January->tied the course
record 'Friday at the 7,238-
yard par-72 Club de Golf
Mexico course with a round
that included five consecutive
birdies and a 5-under-par 31 on
the back nine.
"I only missed one green
and I wasn't in trouble then."
January said. "On the 10th, I
hit into the right rough, but
there the rough is just like the
fairway. I got on with a 6-iron
and made a 5-foot putt for a
birdie."
January's round put him 12-
under-par 132 for 36 holes and
gave him a five-stroke lead
over Australia's David
Graham, who had led January
by two strokes after 18 holes.
Five professionals were
eight strokes back at 140. They
were Bobby' Wadkins, Lon
Hinkle and Leonard Thom-
pson of the United States,
Tsuneyuki Nakajima of Japan
and Victor Regalado of
Mexico. Hinkle and Reglad°




matched par but was 'still 3-
over for the tournament at,147.
Lee Trevino, a crowd favorite
here, had trouble making his
putts fall. He shot 73 for the
second day fora 146 total.
Billy Casper, Bill Kratzert
and Chi Chi Rodriguez were
tied at 141. Casper shot a 70
while Rodriguez, who shot an
opening 69, matched par.
Kratzert, back in the field with
a 72 on opening day, shot a 69.
January will have to cope
today with a brisk afternoon
wind that has been waving the
thousands of trees lining the
course. He was one of the
early players Friday, but as
the leader he will be in the
final twosome to start the
third round.
Course marshalls were
Trevino and. Nicklaus were
kb-auk-16131a y togethei:
Suns 124, Celtics 104
Phoenix outscored Boston
12-1 to climb into a 60-60
halftime tie and then pulled
away in the second half.
Former Celtic Paul Westphal
scored 30 points as the Suns
snapped Boston's four-game
winning streak.
Pacers 114, Pistons 107
Rookie Rick Robey had 23
points and 14 rebounds for
Indiana, which outscored
Detroit 42-19 from the foul
line. Detroit's M.L. Carr led
all scorers with 30 points.
of the season, bot in both cases
the victories were anything
but easy The Chiefs dragged
Denver into overtime before
succumbing 23-17 while the
Bills gave New England all it
could handle before long 14-
10 on the second of Horao
Ivory's two touchdown
Denver leads the AFC West
by one game, with Oakland
and Seattle tied for second at
8-6. If the Broncos fall back
and wind up the season tied
with the Raiders or Seahawks
or both - they'll still win
the division, having beaten




with Mia,inf and still win the
divisjon-by-virtee-oiEts bed*
rpeord against AFC East
Opponents ( 6-2 to the Dolphins'
5-3).
In the National Conference,
the Redskins and Falcons are
each 8-6 and vying for a wild
card. The loser of Sunday's
game in Atlanta will be out of
contention for it. Philadelphia,




By Dr. Jerrell White 1
NAME _ _ _
ADDRESS _  _ _ _ _ .
No. of Book at $3.50 each or $3.00 each for 10 or more.
Payment enclosed • _ .
Make check to Jerrell White or Memorial Haptist Chur-
ch and Mail to J. White 906 Main, Murray, Ky. 42071.
ey soun playe all
"Mokeski is a big, strong,
quick center. He's 7-foot-1 and
very mobile," Hall said.
"Fowler is a good shooter and
quick penetrator. Tony Guy, a
freshman, is an exceptionally
fine ballhandler and passer.
-- Money
plentiful in this holiday season, and many people neglect
n e ed health care because they fear the extra cost during this
special time of the year.
In light of this, as a Public Service, DR. of the
MURRAY CNIROPRACTIC CENTER 103 SYCAMORE STREET, Murray, 4
Kentucky is offering a flat fee of $25.00 for the COMPLETE
INITIAL EXAMINATION 111111 ALL NECESSARY X-RAYS to any new
patients who come to him from now through the end of this mon-
th. This fee will cover all tests and examinations necessary to
cilitiormime-tite-euitefttokiee-probletwametvvtiONISete reliorrer --4-
Ltns1ings to outline the type of tre_4tLnent needed Cif:meet tire, _
pfb-blern.-Now you-TOWthave to let money keep yon away.
BRYAN 1.MACKER
-today for an appointment.
753-9909
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9:00-12:00 &








Cordially invite you to a- reception at
the Murray Womait's Clubhouse, to
Meet and talk frilli the candidate.
/' II/0 /'(.4.// /0 I/
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'WU THE LAST PERSON
IN ThiE WORLD WI40
94OULD SE WRITING A
BOOK ABOUT BEE1l4ON EN !
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requested to check the
first Insertion of ods for
corr•ction This
newspaper will be







US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S















S5.00 and --S 10 OC
gift boxes for the
Christmas tree Al
ready to moil
saves on Grocery bill arid
sovisYOIJ shopping
• time In the boxes is
--Country Ham or
European Beef Sausage.
little brown • lugs of
W;sconsin cheese pecan













GIVE A GIFT of love a
picture of family, parents. or
grandparents. We can make
a beautiful Christmas
present from an old
photograph. Such a
cherished memory will last
through the years. Ready for
Christmas giving. West
Kentucky's finest. Copy arid
restoration. Carter's Studio,
Murray, KY. 753-8289. 









Kids do have a way of growing
up when you're looking the
other way . don't they'
Growing up and maturing is
what the Nair), is all. about
And it isn't the same Navy
now asit was just a few years
ago Today's modern Navy of-
fers opportunities in con-
tinuing education, advanced
electrongt, nuclear power. .
and learning and sharpening
skills through on-the-job
training in just about an
trade you can imagine.
Couple these advantages viith





Your Navy recruiter can give
y012 more information than
there is room to niention here
Give hirr a call toll free at
,IOOi 841-8000. In Georgia its
MD-34248M !
Johnny isn't a kid an more...








You DIDN'T EXPEcT ME






Would you like to spon-
sor a Christmas
basket for a needy
family? If so, please





tef CIA/ ItIEFItESENIAT IV'
MGM CAL 1/141 PERSON
woof's,. treating program 90.11n
Star t.ng Acorn* So 1800 pew non
It, this is a core., posthoo rr,th
TOI,OVI ',NA Opp.'
••p...•mr• n.aciosso,y Out
5 1051aing grow ,nsueonc• ard
rat•••nuant bonahts avoitabia
it•t0C0,10I, at SOTO not
necessary All altarY 'OW, • tf 1C it,
conftdonttoi
Fop pwsono! ...,••••••• rola, Jan
L Intland. I 0 lea 701
Cobra,. City Ky 42029 grring
nam• age addreis phone nurn
bOr and occupottonat





GOD IS LOVE, If you would
like to know anything about
the, Bible, call 759 4600. 24


















4360 NET PER WK.
PART-TIME
Our latest program in au-
tomatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot focds All are nation-
ally-known brands such as
Heinz. Campbell's Hormel.
Chef Boy-Ac-Dee. etc All
accounts are secured by
US in office buildings.
schools, industrial plants
and hospitals in your area
We Reed reliable people in
your area to service these
accounts We provide se-





parts and rvice. You
provide 8-10 hours your
chow eekly. serviceable
ayxó,mobile be ready to
tart in 30 days. minimum
investment S3000 Call
Toll-Free. Phones Staffed








Since 1974.the year the
55MPH speed limit be-
gan, It's been the biggest
factor in reducing high-
way deaths by more
than 36,000
8 The Owe arten••1
a heniwortanen
I STILL HAVE Christmas
cards for sale. Also small
round table, tool caddy. 753
1712 or see Gerald Waldrop. 
• YOUR NEED is our concern
NEEDLINE. 753 6333. 
S. LOST ar FOUND 
LOST: BLACK and ten
Beagle .Lost near Coldwater





immediately. Work at home.
no experience necessary
excellent pay_ Write
American Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231. 
COOK WANITED.' Appry at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive. Apply
in person only. 
HELP WANTED in city of
Murray, dog warden ap-
plications being taken,
salary $8300 per year, plus
hospitalization, paid
vacations, 12 sick days Per
year, retirement benefits.
Truck furnished. Pick up
applications at City Clerk's
office.
-HELP WANTED Desk
clerk, part time, evening
shift, no experience
necessary. Apply at Regal 8
Inn, no phone calls. 
HELP WANTED: Hickory
Hut Barbecue, opening soon.
Needs 2 mature men to
barbecue. Apply Monday
through Friday, 8 to 5 pm, at
the old Throughbred
building, 806 Chestnut, 
INTERVIEWS BEING taken
for experienced body man.
Apply at Key Cars, 515 S 4th
St., Murray, KY. 
LICENSED REAL Estate
brokers and salesmen. Full
time, only need apply.
Possible to move into
management. Good com-
mission split. Write giving
'name, background, and
experience. Replies held in
stricktest confidence. Write




KY needs 3 medical
technologists, ACSP or
equivalent, for all shifts.
Progressive lab of 116 bed
hospital. Competitive salary,






position at The Murray
Ledger & Times. Person
hired will be trained in
pressroom and darkroom




helpful. Company offers good




terested should mail or bring






per i ence, adequate
references and wage ex-
pectations. No phone calls,
please. 
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.




benefits. Mali resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co,, PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
FRANCHISED BR
SWICK and Gandy ool
Table Dealers , Pinball
machines, bumper pool, 3-in-
1 tables, cardjelbles, foosbal I




:-Svailable. Rack n'Cue, 601 E
/- 14th. St., Owensboro, Ky.




being taken for Part
Tine Stock Clerk. Can
develop into full tin e








. Murray area, Age 21 or over;
no over night travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
- opportunity for promotion,'
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1-
2476867, Mayfield, Ky., 830
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
through Friday. 
'TIRED OF the every day
job? Open your own business
one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
-with all stock and equipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753-
4342.
VENTURE CAPITAL
needed for high potential
retail outlet in Murray. Local
corporation. Minimum of
$6000 required. Conservative
proiected gross of $120,000
first year -All inquiries
confidential. Send replies to
P.O. Box 32 R, Murray, KY.
12. INSURANCE 
We ere now writing inserence
on mobile homes, with 3 IOU .
ferent companies. For best
rates confect Wilson In
serence earl Reel Estate, 302
N.1256 • 753-3263.
13. SALE OR TRADE 
FOR SALE or trade, Chevy
Pick up. Call 489.2615
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Cal! 502 527
1362. 
IS. AR T ICLEI'FOR SALE 
BRAND NEW Sears
walking. jogging exerciser.
Less than 2 miles. Phone 753
3295 after 4 prn 
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machines, zig zag, all
regular IT'affahments, sews
perfect.- fully guaranteed,
full cash price, 139.50. Call
Martha  Hopper, 354•6521. 
FOR SALE. Schwinn boys
bike. Also leaf vacuum. Call
753,58115 after 5:30 pm. 
FOR SALE. Iron security
gate, 61/2' X 8', on rollers with
track. Phone 753 8040. 
. HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1,1/2, /, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered Skillet, 41/2 qt
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. 'Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
HELMETS, GLOVES,
goggles, jerseys, all for
ChListmas lay away now at





twin bed, like new, $100. CB--
radio and antenna, $35. 758-
1912.
ONE PAIR roller skates,
black, like new, size 7 or 71/2.
11.44241Ls1 Lidaibibi964j as
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
SALE CORELLE ex-
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99 Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN. 
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
percent on, 1, 1/2, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1/2 and 2 quart, 4112
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
TWO ANTIQUE Mantles
with mirrows. Antique
wooden ice box. 4354433. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
ANTIQUE OAK oblong table
and six chairs, excellent
condition. Call 753 4589 after
4 m.
e y, Or 1 rade
Used furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge A Son, Inc.
BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM
made solid oak gun case,
sliding glass doors with room
for 10 guns. Super Christmas
gift for sportsman. Must sell.
Call 753-2615. 
FOR SALE: 40" white




Service in Paducah call 1




Truck tool boxes, deluxe best
box, $92.50. Same box with
push handle, $85. Stainless
steel tail gate protecters, $15.
Portable air tanks, $27.50.
Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892. 
HEAVY DUTY disc blades,
Adams, hard surfaced plow
points, regular point, shims,
bars, mold boards and cutter




smission. One saddle mare,
very good breed mare. Call
753.8533 days, nights 753-6132. 
20. SPORTS EQUIP. 
BATAVUS MOPEDS
Christmas special, $399.50,
$25, free accessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400. 
FOR SALE:- Compound
hunting bow with 2 sets of
-asiaiers- liteAtftswik0,11e,automatic-W-Ainsaea W








condition, $5500. Call 753-
0485.
FOR SALE: Conn trumpet
and case. Excellent con-




Ventura 12 string, 1200. 753-
0-476, cell after 4 pm 




A LITTLE PUDGY • over-
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new op•
proach! For information call
759-4536. 
COME SEE THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co, 107 N 3rd Street,
Murray, KY. 
CHRISTMAS CLUBS. Full
set irons, 2-9 Sam Smeed
Signature, medium length,












22. MUSICAL  guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
BALDWIN PIANOS and guaranteed. 80 amp. 226.99
organs, used pianos. Lonar-do, and 60 month gauranteecl,
Piano Co., across from Post 534.99. Wallin Hardware,
Office, Paris, TN. Paris, Tn
SALE. SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 71/4 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 134 hp, 71/4
inch blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 714 inch
blade, $49.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris, TN. 
KODACK MOVIE camera
outfit, XL 320, paid $101.88




Rapidly expanding retail company is
now seeking aggressive people to en-
ter it's management training program.
If you are a high school graduate and
willing to relocate, your future could
include:
• Good salary while training
• Excellent fringe benefits
• Unlimited opportunity ior
advancement
Your tomorrow is worth a phone call
.1)rk today! To -- arrange a confidential
k interview call this
7534067
• EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
1 
PROFESSIONAL HELP WANTED
The Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive
Care Center is seeking two persons for a career
in mental health and mental retardation.
CLINICAL SECRETARY vacancy exists im-
mediately. Duties will include typing, tran-
scribing dictation, medical records and general
Office duties. Salary is competitive.
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST 'or SOCIAL
WORKER will be needed effective January 1,
1979. Duties will include providing com-
prehensive mental health services on an out-
patient basis to both children and adults
Masters degree preferred.
Apply to Don Brock, Center Supervisor, Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center,
702 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071. EOF/A A
4 -
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical person
to enter a challenging and highly rewarding career
selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in
your community.
•
Sales experience fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing) or a mechanical background
helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products,
and applications in a thoroughly professional, com-
pany-paid program. Field training follows, right in
your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory with
hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company
on the move; the quality leader in the lubricant field
for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended. Stop day-dreaming and start
building your lucrative career today, right in your
own area, and be, home nights with your family
while doing it:
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still
open in your area. Send your resume, giving ex-
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71/4 inch blade,
I 574, 13/4 hp, 71,4
1.34.99, model 559

































































41. PUT IT IN THE
34. MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE: Large Ben
Franklin stove. Call 436-2642, 
SALE SKILL ROUTER. 1/2
hp. Model 54, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
STOREWIDE SALE: 30 to
SO saving. D's Shirts and
Things, Hwy 68, Aurora, KY,
474-8890. Kids long sleeved
trimmed shirts for $2.85 to
$5.37. Pile and flannel lined
jackets 30 off. Our regular
blend t shirts now $2.90.
Men's knit long sleeved
shirts 40 off. Jeans, trim-
med sweat shirts and ladies
fashion tops 30 off. Entire
sale rack 50. off. Lettering
and decals 30. off. Open 10
am to 6 pm, daily. 
TARPS FOR Sale, 18 X 24,
$120. 16 X 20, $100. 12 X 16,
$55. Call 753-5154. 
26. TV-RADIO 
-SISSON'S ZENITH,"more
for your money" sale. Get
one year free service on all
color t.v.'s. Save at sisson's.
19 miles west of Murray on
Hwy. 941. Phone 382-2174.
Open Fridays until 8:00. ' 
27. MOB. NOME SALES 
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely furnished,
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. $4700. Call
753-4074 or 753-1877. 
1973 GUERDON 12' X 40'
mobile home. Set up in Coach
Estates, under pinned with
tie downs. 52650. 753 3855. 
....:1969 MAR IOTT, 12 X 52
Li. mobile home, 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air, and
under pinned. David Boyd.
753-8780. 
'1 1969 TWO BEDROOM mpbile
home for sale. Under p' ned,
100 amp meter pol and
blocks included. In good
condition, less than $3500.
437-4742 or 753-1841. 
1969 1,2 X 52 MA.RtaTT
Mobile home. 2 bedroom, 11/2
bath, furnished, gas heat,
central air, washer and
dryer, under pinned. Nice,
S4700. 753-8780.,•••
1974 12' X 60' TWO
•BEDROOM trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, under pinned and
storage building. Located at
Fox Meadows Trailer
n.  APTS. FOlt RENT 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom
apartment, partially fur
nished. call 753,0763 after 5
pm.
NICE FURNISHED .par
Union?. Single only Inquire at
100 5 13th St.
SEMI-FURNISHED
APARTMENT, near
University. Phone 753 7618
after 5 pm. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
central heat and air, outlet
tor washer and dryer. Call
7S3-9741. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
from University, with living
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer. All utilities included.
$65. Call 436-2411 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and ref rences required. Call
753,9924 after 3:30 pm. 
THREE' BEDROOM, all
electric, partially furnished
house, 1.5 miles from -
Murray. Deposit required
Ideal for couples. 753-9829. 
30RENT OR LEASE 
FOR RENT: Cleanup shop,







FOR SALE: 2 goats,
yearlings, for -peke of ad.
Call 763-2952. 
FOR SALE* 50 large rolls of
hay, hay is in Murray. 753
5595 or 753-5000. 
LARGE ROUND BATEC-oi
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889. 
34. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups, 4 weeks old. Great
Christmas gifts and good
protection for the home.
Choose yours now and $10
Will hold till Christmas. 753-
0315. 
AKC REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. Will hold for
Christmas. 753-0957.
Courts. CAII 24743416 after 4 FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Pm. ' Hound puppies. $50 for male,
-41..mcooloolibestu -,40,N4eLatsso....
: AK C red, cbei 3 beacti..",„804,34Aorris,, -0faloer maw-. ftreseher7---- Cal I .
....TWO. BEDROOM treater m
554-0090 after 4 pm, or
anytime weekends. 
FOR SALE. UKC registered
toy Fox Terriers, $40, be
ready for Christmas. 498•
8231. 
-Mi-X-E-15- ERMAN Shepherd
and Collie puppies. 1 male, 3
females, had all shots and
wormed. Call 753.3762 
PUPPIES FOR Christmas!
AKC registered Cockers,
red. Unusually good quality.
Wormed. One male and two
females. Male has out-
standing potential for stud




Walker hound puppies, 10
weeks old, 436-5650. 
41. PUBLIC SALES 
CARPORT SALE till
Christmas, day or night, call
437-4164. Oak wash stand,
bed, clawfoot library table,
tables and chairs, trunks,
baskets, quilts, machines,
chest, dresser, and lots of
other antiques. 
MOVING SALE: Baby,
ladies, and mens clothing,
furniture, trinkets, sewing
machine, ROTO tiller,
garden tractor. Turn west
south of Dexter and follow
the signs. 








With The Friendly Touch"





Situated on 26 acres,
highly productive crop
land. Excellent out-
buildings, 2 tool sheds,
barn, etc. Chain link
fenced backyard.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
ANY OFFER will be con•
sidered on this 2 bedroom,
white frame house. Located
In town on nice street. Cali




--POR RENT. 1 bedroom ' ad". Cell 759-4140 Illeeaey
apartment at SoUthside tireegh Frig*, till 5.
Manor apartments, for ea
elderly persons only, unit is
based on income. -Equal - LOVABLE. CALRN Terriers.
OppOrtunIty housing. 753. AKC registered. Call 753-0264eni. or 489-2310.
59-4496, if no 'answer call
back between 4 and 5 pm. 
. 29. HEATING 1. COOLING 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
• $17.00 per rick, all kinds, we
do not deliver. Call 753-9504. 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Cutting near New Concord.
Call-437-4228. 
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
titled, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
30. BUS. RENTALS - 
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm. 






Here's a unique chance to join the management team
of a dynamic restaurant chain. Wendy's Old fashion
Hamburgers ore rapidly expanding and offers excellent
opportunity fo• genuinely interested persons, with
leadership apti'ude. If you enjoy working with people,
like to meet the public, appreciate a challenge and if
you are willing to work hard to achieve success, then
we would like to discuss training you for a future with
us.
Broad fringe Benefits Program
Paid Training Program
Starting Salary Range
51 50 5200 Per Week
High school graduates and veterans will be given





18 Pound Large Oranges 




1 Tree ripe, no color added, navel oranges,tangerines & tangelos
•
Fresh Cucumbers 







"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been com-
pletely- redecorated
and renovated.
Located, in a quiet
residential neigh-
borhood. Priced to seel




petent real estate ser-
vice.
If:'
43. REAL ESTATE 
SMART START If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage... located
near downtown shop
ping.. lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef-
fect... yes, yours... for under'







With The Friendly Touch"
PROPERTY LLSTIN,
GS NEEDED. We've
had a banner year in





Real Estate - 753-8080.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
I
1978 I.., ruled Feature yn





1975 MALIBU CLASSIC, 2-
door, mid size luxury car
that is loaded. Cal 753-8267
after 5 pm or 753-0726. 
1978 MONTE CARLO,
loaded, 7 month warranty.
Call 409-2444




country. .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen . built-in range,
refrigerator and dish
washer. Decorated to a
"T". ..When would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
P
South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 753181
For $30,000.00 you can
buy, this lacer., Emir
bedroom home on four





that could be finished
out. Let us show you
today!
.61 ACRES ON.5 12th St.,
very valuable location zoned
B.Y. 285 foot of highway
frontage. Buy now for future.






With The Friendly Touch"
THINKING COUN-
TRY? Then you will
enjoy living in this
almost new 3 bedroom
home, situated on 1




covered porch. 2 out-
side storage buildings.
1 small barn, back fen-
ced for horses. Priced
in mid 30's. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
FINISH HIS AND SAVE!
Bring your toot box and your.
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom 'home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat Perfect for




and call it handy
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on a large




central gas heat and
central electric air.
LoVely family room
with fireplace, and 3
car garage. Priced at
161,500. Phone KOP-
PFRUD REM TV. 753-
1222. We areurnembers















BE YOUR OWN Ai
BOSS
Own your own Stride-
Rite Shoe Store, the
number 1 children's
Aloe in America. In-
ventory, equipment





square. Priced to sell.
Phone KOPPERUD
RFA1 TV 753-1222 for all
your real estate needs.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look it this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area. Ideal for
professional office or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your













We have lots in Ilin;e Vista
Sebalviskie. Ideeey rotated
Cull in for these Wilson
It•elty. 753-3763
THE LOT SPECIALIST, has Wayne Wilson 5088
46641:111th`St.."*“."" eettlYi4,719 0-4' Shirley Wilford 753-3043• ,
753
7.3 ' &On.- -flame. ,rualgul- -Pr ia-Mar ettalar753:1575--
..'• 













44. LOTS FOR SALE
V. ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759,1677, Chilton & Hance
Realty. 
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502-474-2718. 
ONE KY LAKE lot, good
drives, good 75 foot well, 200
toot tie -s te
rise. WatildribiTilavw-m alter
-tir bad on, MGT NiCk, 436-
5318. 
45, FARMS FOR SALE 
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5
miles from Kentucky Lake.
,Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
un ay 
JUST REDUCED
$3,600.00!!! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 bedroom
home just ready for you. Call
us today for an' appointment.
.DONALD R , TUCKER
REALTOR, 753-4342. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in K,rksey within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3/4 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
bo/h full
baths have vinyl floors.
K itchgn has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached /garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq.ft and are priced
to tell. Call after 5 pm. 489
2387.
BY OWNER, nice 2 bedroom,
large living room, dining
area, kitchen, bath, garage
storage. Call 753,2770. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres-, 8
miles north-of Murray. Nice




little bike for a big Christmas
present. 753-710A. 
LAY AWAY, Yamaha
motorcycles or go-carts at
Town and Country Yamaha.
Call 753-8078. 
49. USED CA-RS 
A LITTLE Dodge Colt. $450.
Ca11,759.4974.
1975 AMC HORNET. Air,
power steering, power
brakes, snow tires, good gas
mileage. 753-2810, 
ANTIQUE CARS. 1941 Ford
Coupe, 1954 Ford Custom,
both are sharp, original and
in excellent condition. Call 1-
502,886-1107. See at 132 S
McPherson, Hopkinsville,
KY.
1977 BLAZER, white, 4-wheel




not running, $300. 1960
Dodge, well almost, 4-door
pheonix, only 6900 miles,
better than new Dodge today.
$3500 firm See Bob Cook in cylinder straight shift, with
Hazel. camper top, $700. 753-2636
1972 CAD. EL DORADO after 5 pm.
•.__2114414B1,11k-41E-Ififiltia.-..r5FILRAINCIMC21g3Tialre-----'Listing Nema
0A TSEIN
Don't let the weather
beat you! Beat the
weather with a four 4-
wheel drive Lil
Hustler pick-up or a
front wheel drive F10.
Licensed drivers. . .







Good condition. Power and
air. $695. 1974 Pinto
Automatic, $895. 489-2595. 
1969 PLYMOUTH FURY,
great second car. Rebuilt
engine in Murray. New
parts. $425, see at 220 S 15th




has new tires. Asking $450
Call 759-1,913. 
1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
SO. USED TRUCKS
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for




call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753 2310 for free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753.8536. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm. 
ROOFING, excellent
r_eferences. Call 753-1486





Call 436-2294 after5 pm. 
WILL DO REPAIRS arount
the houSe, carpentrey,
painting, concrete and
plumbing. Also hogs and
wood for sale. Call 759 1531. 
57. WANTES 
100 ACRE ROW crop farm,
within 15 miles of Murray-.





work. Call 753 8906. 
HELP! MATURE couple
needs to rent 8 house or
trailer, preferably in the
country. Willing to do
repairs. Have excellent







Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
age n. Its for sure you haven't used Mar-
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your




Quality That Will Please
So. 9th 753-5719
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good.
Power and air. AM-FM, tape
player. $2450. Call 489-2595. 
1473 CHEVROLET pick-up,
real good condition, $2000,
lots of extras. 436-2573 or 436
2240. 
1972 DATSUN Pick-up, $800,
also 2000 new bricks. 753
8555. 
FOR SALE: 1977 Chevrolet
pick-up. 436-5524. 
1969 FORD F-100 pick-up. 6
color-utsficn, 5311 p, power_ steerihg,
• _
FOR SALE
4-wheel drive 1976 Ford 4
ton, 4 speed, power steering,
lock in bobs, big tires, heavy
753-3270 sr 753-0638.
1973 CHEVORLET, 4-door-
Malibu. Runs and looks good.
437-9505. 
1974 DX3DGE DART sport, 6
cylinder, straight shift. In
excellent condition. $1250.
1974 Hornet, 4 door, small V.8
automatic with air. In good
condition. $950. Phone 1-354-
6217. 
1975 DATSUN 280Z, silver,
mint condition, $5500. Call
901.593-3404. 
FOR SALE. -1974._ _Buick
Riveria, loaded, 38,000 miles.
435-4351. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155. ' 
19.76 MERCURY MARQUIS.
4-door, full poWer, dark blue
vinyl top, AM-FM tape deck,
4 speakers, cruise control,
tilt wheel, new radial tires,
one owner. In immaculate
condition. $4950. Call 901-642-
7190  days, 642-7581 nights. 
SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR nil
Looks I drives brand new,
It,. miles. loaded with ex-
tras, comfort supreme, still





V, .1;r +II ;
HORNOUCKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Weld
lay 7:30-Noon I Saturday 7:30 III 5:00
Pflci Niel CUT $1.541 PeKt INAV4 $1.25
PON NOSPITII a *oust (51.13 PNOIN 731 NM
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791-tarty
insiiiatian Co. •"‘
-Pewee -44reltestittt 489-
2669 after 6 pm.
974 FORD 3/4 ton pick-up, /-
speed, power steering, power
brakes, factory air, very
good condition. $2350. Nick,
436-5318. 
EQR. _SALE _ _1977 black.
Chevorlet Silvered°, 4-wheel
drive truck, short wheel
base, orange and yellow
pinned stripes. Brand new
tires, brand new camper top,
gold chrome wheels, extra
sharp. Call 354-8266, after 4
pm.
1951 GMC PICK-UP. Just
overhauled. Best offer. Call
after} pm, 753-2346. 
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travel all, air, power
steering and brakes,
automatic, good mechanical
condition. $800 753-4053. 
51.•CAMPERS 
1979 mogeLs ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.




tifreeze $3.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles frortiMurray
on 94 East. Call 7.53-0605. 
1973 SELF CONTAINED
AMF travel trailer. Gas
electric refrigerator,
stainless gas stove with oven,
stainless sink, shower, and
toilet. Real nice trailer,
$2250. Nick, 436.5318. 
TRUCK CAMPER top, fits
behind tool box, well in-
sulated, 30" high, 6'5" long.
See at 100 S 13th St. 
53. BOATS & MOTORS 
17 FOOT CHALLENGER
bass boat and trailer. 115 hp
'Johnson motor. High speed
Humming Bird depth finder.
Trollings motor. Call 753-9235
after 3 pm. 
18 FOOT DUO CRAFT deep
hull, 35 hp, Evinrude on
trailer, 2 front seats. 6' X 7'
open rear cock pit, $950.
Nick, 436-5318. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and-roofing. Call 1-
395.4967 or 1.362-4895. 
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437-4560
and if no answer,.437-4670. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References turnished. Call
the gjaimney experts. Magic




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
DO YOU need stumps
removed frOm your yard or
land cleared of stumps? we
can remove stumps up to
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
7539190 or Bob Kemp, 435:
4343. 
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service, If so._ call 354 6521. 
EXPERIENCED CAR
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-140501' 437-4351. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for




BUY - SELL- TRADE
. We Handle
esaquwinipmdleengithit.- intrattucik-si2-"intflat ebgeudipt;adilider'sgt.ralovwel'bfoayrqs,
dozers, loaders. WE FINANCE - RENT OR LEASE:
When you need equipment - Contact Us! To sell or
replace unneeded equipment - Contact Us!!!
Coming soon - monthly auction service for clients.
MESE AND MANY OTHER ITEMS NOW
2, tandem gravel trucks, 1-36 foot flat trailer tandem, 1 - log truck,log wheel base, twin screw 1-13-6 track loader, 1-11)4 track loader 4
le 1 bucket., 1-Phelan low boy, 1 'dump trailer- tandem. 1-Emem,ille
tandeutleactor, 1-Diamdou T-single axle lowboy tractor-71-60 (*hey.





753 2310 for' free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown








/ -7 /7/ MEM
Big 2" Digital Readout
$3995
MODEL 2379
.100% solid state circuitry • Fluorescent electronic
'digital display operates noiselessly with orange
lights • Brightness control switch for clock display •
24 hour set and forget alarm with auto shutoff and
auto repeat • Fast and slow time set • Snooze button
• Up to 80 minutes sleep time • Wake to alarm of
music/news • Lighted slide rule tuning dial • Built-
in AFC and antennas • 360 degree simulated







•AM/FM radio plays thin both speakers
•Operatekon batteries and AC house current
*Speakers separate up to 6 feet
.4 track indicator lights 14 LEDS)




ty0.,PEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
„Sahrorapnour store and con ware price. quality and
World of
••••••wszeselert.
(formerly TV Service Center
222 So. 12th 153-51115
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University Student Recognition
Sunday Planned At First Church
University Student
Recognition Sunday will be
the focus of attention at First
Christian Church on Sunday.
Dec. 10, at the 10:45 a.m.
worship service with Don
McCord as worship leader.
Mini-Sermons will be
delivered by Murray State
students Ken Heintzelrnan and
Jeff Koch.
The Rev. Dr. David Roos,
pastor, will preside at Holy
Communion with Elders
James Rudy. Allbritten and
Del Fleming serving. Miss
Martha Boles will present a
special musical selection.
Deacons serving include
Elmer Collins, captain, with
Dr. David Eldredge, Mrs.
The ,Chancel Choir of the
First United Methodist
Church will present a new
cantata, "King Of Kings" by
John 'Peterson on Sunday.
Dec. 10, at the 10:50 a.m.
service at the church. •
Soloists will be Irma Collins,
soprano, and Larne Clark,
bass, according to Paul
Shahan, director. Bea Farrell
is church organist.
Greeters for Sunday will be
Irma La Follette and Euva
Alexander.
The earlier worship service
will be at 8:45 a.m. with
Church School at 9:45 arm,
and Fellowship Hour in social
hall at 10 : 30 a.m. on Sunday.
Children's Choir .for grades
1 to 6 will be at 4:30 p.m. and a
Mission Night Program will
be at 6:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Advent Wreaths To
kMadeByUCM
,The Wesley ' Student
Fellowship is again making
Advent wreaths 'available for
the pre-Christmas season.
These wreaths are prepared
by students for persons who
-Irish- -ter- °tee/ ye -the- fu
Sundays before Christmas
tradition of reading Scrip-
tures. A limited number of
these wreaths will be
available at a cost of 113.00.
' Persons interested in ob-




Subscribers else bare wet
received *sir Ibeeneleivered
4.1.1.2-tat-Pen, 1.1081
Thee by 5:30 pa. Mweday-
Friday et by 3:30 p.a. is Sew
dwys ere weed re cell 7531916
between, 5:311 aid 6 p.a..
er 3130 p.m.
wed 4 p.m. Saterarys, I. insert
*Avery et the newspaper. Calls
'abet be pie.ced by 6 pin. week-
drys er 4 p.m.. Saterdays te
yearentee delivery.
Betty Gore, Norman D. Hale,
and Leon Smith. The Special
anthem sung by the Chancel
Choir will be -Hallelujah,
Glory Halleluiah" directed by
Mrs. Margaret Porter with the
organist being Mrs. Maxine
Clark.
Other MSU students par-
ticipating will include: Scott
Marvin, Rusty Moore, Kate
Apperson, Lee Ann Boone,
Emily Gore, Beverly Creek,
and Patty Unglethum, Can-
dlelighters will be Tracey
Eldredge and Amy Roos.
Greeters serving will be Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Scott.
Nursery supervisor will be
Mrs. Faye Austin. Official
church visitor for the week is
Max Miller.
The flowers gracing the
sanctuary will be in memory
of Wear-Helm-Service Circle
Class members by the Class.
The 114 Scout God and
Country Award class will not
meet. The Odessey High
School Youth Group and the
God Squad will meet at 4 p.m.
and supper will be served at
5:30 p.in. The Vesper Service
has been cancelled.
The Elders meeting will be
held at 6:30 p.m. and the
Monthly Church Board
meeting will be at 7 p.m.
Rehearsal for the Sunday
School Traditional Christmas
Program is set for Tuesday,
Dec. 12 from 4 to 5 p.m.
Church Of Christ
To Hear John Dale
Speak On Sunday
John Dale, minister of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, will speak at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m. Grace Baptists To
worship services on Sunday,
PARENTS HELP — Decorating a Christmas tree is of great interest for second graders
at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Left to right Renee Thw tune Mrs. Dan
Poyner, David Cruse, and Teresa Armstrong. Also pictured are Mrs. Joyce Bury and
Mrs. Veda Bury. Other mothers helping, but not pictured, were Mrs. Jo Ann Smith and
Mrs. Otto Erwin. Mrs. Crystal Parks is the homeroom teacher.
First Baptists To Hear Bell Choir And Chapel Choir
Regular services will be
held Sunday, Dec. 10 at 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. at the First
Baptist Church with the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, as the speaker.
"Dying Men and The
Undying Word" with scripture
from Zechariah 1:3-6 will be
the morning sermon topic, and
"A Brand Plucked From the
Fire" with scripture from
Zechariah 3, Matthew 1:18-21,
the evening topic.
The Chamber Bell Choir will
present special music at the
morning service. At the
evening service a Christmas
cantata, "His Saving Grace
Proclaim." will be presented
by the Chapel Choir.
Wayne Halley, minister of
-qemAtuwftweb•---- HeirrrsirSplakkis morning' topic will be
• "Lord, .Evermore Give Us
This Bread" with scripture And Sounds Sing
from John 6:32-35. The
evening topic will be "What
About Vision?" with scripture
froritPeerl:6-9.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Ward, Jerry Bolls,
Roger Garner, Don Sanders,
Bob LaMastas, Ron McNutt,
Mike Perry, Lorin Watson,
Ken Farley, Terry McDougal,
Jerry Ainley, and Amos Hill.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jon T. Car-
penter, _Bernice Wilferd, Leon
Adams, Jerry Fulton, and
Larry Evans. The teen nur-
sery helper will be Lisa
Bible study will be at 9145
a.m. Sunday. -
The church wide, potluck
supper will be held tonight
(Saturday ) at 6 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House. '
The annual Widows' lun-
cheon will be held Saturday,
Dec. 16, at 11 a.m. in the Multi-
purpose room of the church.
The church records list ap-
proximately 85 widows who
,are members of the church.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
{Thuiih, will pea atthe10.45
a.m. and 5:30 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Dec. 10, at
the church.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be by The
Sonshine Sounds. Ronald
Hardison will direct the music
with Dwane Jones as organist
and Anita Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers will be Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Hale, Vicki
Chadwick, Jeretta Hardison,
and Frances Wyatt. Bus
drivers will be Clifton Jones
and Jimmy Hale, but for in-
formation call Don Hale, 753-
3063.
Sunday School will be at 9-.45
a.m. with Steve Smaiherman
as superintendent.
Prayer service and Youth
Study Group will be at 7 p.rri.
on -Wednesday.
A churchwide Chritrnas
supper will be held Saturday.
Dec. 16 at- 7 p.m. at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly.
Fuses and Circuits If you're using an electric space heater for
the first time, your home's wiring and fuse box or breaker panel
may be unable to handle the added load. Fuses marstart blowing
or breakers tripping. Then if you rig a way to by-pass the fuse or
breaker, or if you use one larger than 20 amps, you're really
asking for trouble. The wiring could get hot enough to start a fire.
Your house could burn.
Be safe. Nave an electrican check your home's circuits before
you plug in that first electric space heater.
4.
113-1312
music, will direct the choir
and song service. Organists
will be Doug Vancil and Alice
Clark, and pianists will be
Vicki Sorrow and Judy Henry.
Dr. Paul Lyons, deacon of
the week, and G. T. Mods,
minister .--of education, will
assist in the services.
Memorial Church
To Hear Dr. White
Speak On Sunday
The Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets, Murray, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White, speak on the subject,
.•Bold Missions," with
scripture from Acts 1:8, 4:13,
29 at the 10:50 a.m. service
arietor"Wise Mn Find and
Worship Xhrist" With scrip-
ture from Matt. 2:1-10 at the 7
p.m. service on Sunday,
Dec.10.
J. T. Lee will direct the
music with special music by
the- Sant.tuary Choir. 81s:rive
Owen will be pianist and
Margaret Wilkins will be
organist. Lester Garland,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services.
At the evening service
Krista Russell will sing a solo,
"So Send I Yoe."
Church teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training at 6 p.m. with
J. T. Lee as director.
A Christmas Cantata, "Love
Transcending," will be
presented by the choir at the
10:45 a.m. worship service of
the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
"Streets, Murray, on Sunday,
Dec. 10.
Lisa Slater will be director
with Bridget Gregg as pianist,
Steve Clark as organist, and
Ken Wolf as narrator.
Soloists will be Jean Hud-
der, Greg Bingman, Kathie
Hauser, Becki Janes, and
Donald Doerr. Other choir
members will be Cynthia
Peterson, Kathie Fleming,
Becky_ _ .Hough,__ Barbara
Sirnons, Ellen Harrell, and
Jean Geurin.
Prior to the cantata the
Advent Candle Lighting will
be held with Roy, 414net, and
Jennifer. Kirk as leaders. The
Rev. R. E. Rabatin is pastor of
the church.
Church School is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. en Sunday.
Episcopal Church
Plans Communion
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 8 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Dec. 10, at St. John's
Episcopal Church. The Rev.
Stephen_ Davenport, vicar of
the church, will be the
celebrant.
Acolytes will be Ben Moore,
Jeff Blodgett, and Tim Bur-
chfield. Lay readers will be
Sara Bull and Steve Hale.
Shannon Christopher and
Brian Krizan will be ushers.
Morning Prayer will be held
at 9:45 a.m. with Church
School and Adult Class at 11
a.m. orsSunday.
TEA CANCELLED
A bridal t&I scheduled for 2
p.m. today honoring Cindy
Tile. • brid 1 c •
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m. on Sunday.
Rev. Mattingly Will
Speak At St. Leo's
Church For Masses
-Prepare the Way of The
Lord" will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Martin
Mattingly at the masses at
.6:30 . p.m._ Saturday and at 8
a.m., 11 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday at the St. Leo's
Catholic church. His scripture
will be from Mark 1: 1-8.'
Church school classes for
grades. 1 to 12 and adult
education class will be at 9:30
a.m. on Sunday. Nursery for
children, 2 to 6 years of age,
will, be at 11 a.m. S. tuicyy,;.
Idembeii" a- the Legiiin--te-
Mary from Paducah and .
. Murray will meet Sunday at
5:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall for




the church • will be held on
Stmday, Dec. 17, at 6 p.m. at
the Murray High School
Cafeteria. Each one should
bring two dishes per family
and silverware.
• • : n , •
--dire- wesether-crinenttnierf
liccording to one of the
hostesses.
By The Associated Press •
JERUSALEM (AP) -
Tributes poured in froni
around the world today as
Israelis mourned the death of
Golda Meir, the former prime
minister whose flinty deter-
mination helped give life to
the Zionist dream of a Jewish
homeland in Palestine.
The 80-year-old Mrs.. Meir
died Friday at Hadassah
Hospital, where a
spokeswoman said she had
been treated in secret for
more than a decade for a
cancer of the lymphatic
system. She had been
hospitalized several times this
year and entered Hadassah
for the last time on.Oct. 29.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
President Carter plans to try
his town meeting tactics on his
political party, hoping to win
over critics by plunging into
workshops at the Democrats'
miniconvention.
Backed by Vice President
Walter Mondale, Carter
Headed today for debate at the
Democratic National Party
Conference. During his two
years as president, Carter has
faced the public at town
meetings across the country,
but today would be the first
time the debate involves
grousing fellow-Democrats.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) --
Iran's military-led govern-
ment lifted a ban on Moslem
processions Sunday and
Monday to head off threatened
bloodshed from foes of Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahtavi.
But the a boutface wasn't
quick enough to . stop the
burning of /he Grumman
Corp. headquarters or ease
the oil strike that has cut
production more than half.
The four-story building
housing the headquarters of
-this Americsin. -aeragPace
in Isfahan, 250 miles south of
Tehran, was ransacked„put to
the torch and gritted Friday by
about 1,000 anti-government
rioters during clashes with .
troops in which four Iranians
were  killed and rainy other
protesters injured, police said.
- •
HAVANA (AP) — President
Fidel Castro signed an
agreement with a delegation
of Cuban exiles today to free
about 3,000 political prisoners
Fresh Brewed Taste
Without Coffee Waste
No nees1 to make 8 cups or
rnore.when you only want.
a few The Amana Coffee
Maker brews two three,
or lour cugn with the savory,
full batch flavor you nee-- -
butsvanout making more
coffee than you want
Microwave Speed
Quick and easy like insta,n1
—.but its fresh drip brewed
Or. you tan reheat 1-4
cups in the specially de-
signed carafe while pre-
.4erving that fresh brewed
Oavbr
and permit greater travel to
from his Communist
island nation. The Cuban
leader also praised and
damned the United Stiates.
The pact, worked out in a
dialogue with the exiles last
month, provides for the
release of all but 500 political'
prisioners in Cuban jails,
reunificatioregaf families both
here arid abroad ancla more
liberal policy on visits to and
Convenient




nates counter clutter and
doesn tile up electrical
Permanent Mesh Filter
Also mouses 25 (optional use) paper filters
from Cuba, 90 nines from
Florida.
UNICEF, the United
Nations Children's Fund, is
now aiding nearly 960 million
children under the age of 15 in
104 countries and territories.
In 1965, UNICEF received the
Nobel Prize for its work on -
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